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Abstract
This article investigates the confluence of personal interests and official 
policy on collective farms in the mid-1930s, a period that has received far less 
scholarly attention than the collectivization drive.  The current historiography 
on collective farmers’ relationship with the state is one-sided, presenting 
peasants either as passive victims of or idealized resistors to state policies.  
Both views minimize the complex realities that governed the everyday lives 
of collective farmers for whom state policies often were secondary to local 
concerns. This paper, which draws upon rich archival materials in Kirov 
Krai, employs a micro-historical approach to study the struggle to remove 
the chairman of the “Red Column” collective farm in Kirov Krai in 1935-
36.  It demonstrates that local and personal issues (family ties, grudges, and 
personality traits) had more influence on how collective farmers reacted to 
state campaigns and investigations than did official state policy and rhetoric. 
The chairman’s rude and arrogant behavior, mistreatment of the collective 
farmers, and flaunting of material goods led to his downfall.  But to strengthen 
their arguments, his opponents accused him of associating with kulaks and 
white guardists. The chairman and his supporters struck back, alleging that his 
detractors were themselves white guardists and kulaks, who sought revenge 
for having been expelled from the collective farm.
Such a micro-historical approach reveals the importance of popular 
opinion, attitudes, and behavior on collective farms and the level of control 
that collective farmers had over shaping the implementation of state 
policies. This paper enables one to appreciate that peasants knew well how 
to manipulate official labels, such as kulak or class enemy, as weapons to 
achieve goals of local and personal importance.  It enriches the historiography 
by offering a different way to appreciate peasant attitudes and behavior, and 
collective farm life in the mid-1930s.
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This micro-history investigates the confluence of the personal and the official on collective farms in the 
mid-1930s. Current historiography on collective farmers after the process of collectivization (1932-1939) tends 
to focus on collective farmers’ relationship with the state, casting them as victims, or as resistant to state 
policies. Such a view of collective farmers tends to misrepresent the complex realities that governed their 
everyday lives. Collective farmers often accorded state policies, language, and initiatives less importance than 
local and personal problems and concerns. A case study of the removal and prosecution of the chairman and 
other administration members of the “Red Column” collective farm (Debesskii district, Udmurt Autonomous 
Oblast’, Kirov Region) demonstrates that the local and personal aspects, such as family ties, personal grudges, 
and personality traits often had as much -- if not more -- influence on how the collective farmers reacted to state 
campaigns and investigations as official state policy and rhetoric. This multi-layered case illustrates how the 
private and personal underpinned many disputes and struggles in the countryside and how these local actors 
appropriated state language and forms of appeal to serve local and personal purposes.2  
In the case of Nikolai Iosifovich Lozhkin, the chairman of the “Red Column” collective farm, his rude and 
arrogant behavior, his alienation of segments of the collective farm population, and his flaunting of material 
goods seemed to be his downfall. Denunciations from collective farmers focused almost exclusively on these 
personal aspects. However, in order to strengthen their arguments, Lozhkin’s opponents created a narrative of 
personal, professional, and political error, accusing him of associating with kulaks and White Guardists, 
accusing his fellow administration members of having served under Kolchak, and all of them of moral 
depravity. Lozhkin and his supporters struck back, seeking to create a counter narrative through letters to 
communist party officials and newspapers3 that alleged his detractors were themselves White Guardists and 
kulaks who, having been expelled from the collective farm, were seeking revenge upon him.4 Nikolai Lozhkin 
and his supporters then sought to create a dialogue of trust with party members at the regional and national 
level. Nikolai and his supporters used a common language of revolution and service, establishing Nikolai’s 
communist credentials as a longtime party member who had an important role in creating the collective farm, as 
a way to gain party officials’ confidence.5  
This article’s local focus provides a unique perspective on rural life in the 1930s. In his discussion of 
micro-history as a method of historical analysis, Giovanni Levi asserts that “the unifying principle of all micro-
historical research is the belief that microscopic observation will reveal factors previously unobserved.”6 The 
micro- historical study of the “Red Column” collective farm allows the reader to see how local and personal 
factors were often the driving forces behind decisions and power struggles that on a macro level may seem 
driven by communist rhetoric and policies originating in Moscow. For most of the inhabitants of the “Red 
Column” farm, Moscow was very far away and often only had a tangential influence on their lives. It was the 
local power structure that ruled their lives, and a network of informal connections and personal connections 
governed local power relationships.7  
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In the case of the “Red Column” farm, all these layers of local power and popular participation are visible. 
The initial inquiry into unfulfilled quotas, District Party Committee and Regional Party Committee reports on 
their involvement, and the outpouring of complaints against the administrators are all accessible. Such rich 
documentation allows the reader to see the transition from collective farmer complaints of violence and 
personal attack to the District Party Committee reports and the indictment, which modified many of these 
charges to fit the broader narrative of abuse, political and professional incompetence, as well as Lozhkin’s 
counter denunciations and the District Party Committee’s damage control measures. Because of the wealth of 
documentation, the intricacy and detailed nature of the records allow all of the local complexities -- plurality of 
opinions about the collective farm, personal interests of the actors, and the manner in which these actors used 
the framework of investigation, denunciation and the language of the state as tools in a local power struggle -- 
to be explored.  
At the same time, micro-history presents a challenge in that, when one ventures into Soviet records at the 
local level, one finds, rather than the smooth master narrative of party and state documents, a cacophony of 
voices, all trying to make their own, often conflicting, points. The documents on Nikolai Lozhkin’s removal 
from power and subsequent trial are contained in two different regional archives: the State Archive of Social 
And Political History of the Kirov Oblast’ (GASPI KO) and the Center for the Documentation of Modern 
History of the Udmurt Republic (TsDNI UR).8 These documents were generated by a number of organizations 
and their representatives, including the Regional Party Committee (Kirov), Udmurt Oblast’ Party Committee 
(Izhevsk), the Debesskii District Party Committee (Debessy), the local district newspaper, the “Red Column” 
party cell and its general meeting body, and several individuals. Most of the witness testimony against Nikolai 
Lozhkin and his fellow administration members was recorded by regional or district instructors sent to 
investigate the situation. Very few letters from the individual complainants exist, though Nikolai and his 
supporters did write a number of letters, which have been preserved in the files. As happens when the same 
incident is related by multiple sources, these documents provide multiple, widely varying accounts of Nikolai’s 
behavior. The goal of this article is not to decide which variant is “the truth” or to comment on the guilt or 
innocence of any party but to show the complexity that exists in small worlds such as the collective farm and 
how issues like agency and the role of the state and citizen played out on this stage. 
The historical literature on collectivization and life in the Soviet countryside during the 1930s tends to look 
at the state as the main agent and evaluate the actions of the collective farmers within the framework of their 
interaction with the state. Early works on collectivization, such as R. W. Davis’s The Socialist Offense: The 
Collectivization of Soviet Agriculture, 1929-1930 and Moshe Lewin’s Russian Peasants and Soviet Power: A 
Study of Collectivization, focus almost exclusively on the policies and reactions of the central state and party 
apparatus and the policies of specific leaders. More recent works, while beginning to acknowledge the agency 
of the peasantry, almost always frame that agency within the context of state-peasant interactions, with the state 
as the superordinate agent that peasants have to accommodate, circumvent, or resist. In Stalin’s Peasants, Sheila 
Fitzpatrick discusses the peasant’s subaltern status in society and the various ways the inherently weak 
peasantry tried to assert itself against the dominant state.9 In Siegelbaum and Sokolov’s Stalinism as a Way of 
Life, the authors focus primarily on the peasantry’s relationship to the state while acknowledging that local 
conflicts did play an important role in shaping and implementing policy.10 Lynne Viola takes this struggle 
between the weak peasantry and the strong state to an extreme, claiming that the only time the peasants spoke 
out was when they engaged in active resistance against the state and that these acts of resistance allowed the 
normally silent historical peasant constituency to be heard.11 Such historical studies largely deny the existence 
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of local networks and relationships, dominated by local and personal concerns, which had few tangible 
relationships to the policy of the state other than borrowing form and language.  
Nevertheless, several historical studies stand out as exceptions to this trend. Roberta Manning, in 
“Government in the Soviet Countryside in the Stalinist 1930’s,” a case study of Belyi Raion, finds “a grassroots 
government far more human, more prey to events outside of its control (like crop failures) and more vulnerable 
to the vagaries of public opinion” than previously imagined.12 In Mobilizing Stalin’s Peasants, Mary Buckley 
argues that, in a dialogue between the people and the state, the impact of personal preferences, local conditions, 
and alcoholism, among other factors, played a significant role.13 The unfolding Stakhanovite movement was a 
result of an interplay of official policies and exhortations from above and their interpretation and 
implementation in the locales.14  
The conflict described in this article is hardly unique to this collective farm or to the Kirov region. 
Corruption, violence, moral depravity, and political unreliability were all common charges against both local 
officials and collective farm leaders throughout the 1930s. Many historians, such as Lewis Siegelbaum, Andrei 
Sokolov, Arch Getty, and Sheila Fitzpatrick, have all noted this trend. In her article “How the Mice Buried the 
Cat,” Sheila Fitzpatrick examines rural show trials in 1937. The defendants in these trials were petty bureaucrats 
who were most often “corrupt, venal, illiterate and almost invariably drunk” and incredibly ill prepared for their 
positions.15 They were usually charged not with treason and political conspiracy charges, as in the Moscow 
show trials, but rather with the abuse of the peasantry. Unlike the outrageous charges of the Moscow show 
trials, the charges against the local officials were almost always believable.16  
As we will see, denunciations played a vital part in the “Red Column” collective farm case. Investigating 
denunciations during World War II and late Stalinist period, Vladimir Kozlov concludes that denunciations 
played an indispensable role in allowing the center to exercise governing control over regional party and state 
apparatuses and thereby provided a way to curb the independent and arbitrary actions of regional bureaucracy 
which often functioned without much oversight, giving the populace hope for justice in cases of abuse, 
preserving the central leadership’s aura of infallibility, and redirecting popular dissatisfaction onto local organs 
of power.17 Denunciations were therefore an important tool of paternalistic statism in an “underdeveloped” 
country. 18  
The best study on denunciation at the local level is Wendy Goldman’s Inventing the Enemy, which focuses 
on the intersection of policy and personal factors on the shop floors in Moscow factories during the great 
purges19 in the late 1930s. Goldman investigates denunciations in terms of the interactions among the people 
who wrote them, those who investigated them, and those who were victims of them – categories, which often 
overlapped. The state is portrayed as an overwhelming presence, which atomized the people, destabilized their 
sense of self and security, and forced them into a self-perpetuating culture of denunciation.20  
This sense of powerlessness in the face of state campaigns and aggression that most of the abovementioned 
authors describe as part of life in the 1930s is not present in the case of the “Red Column” farm. Part of this 
may be because, though Lozhkin and the other collective farm leaders’ cases were investigated in 1936, they 
were not “repression victims” in the traditional sense. Nikolai Lozhkin and the other administrators were guilty 
of administrative transgressions, and the central state played very little role in either encouraging or pursuing 
charges against these men. In what appears to be a trend within the Kirov region,21 the Debessy District Party 
Committee created a dialogue of malfeasance to serve the short-term purpose of removing obstinate and 
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possibly ineffective local administrators from office, but once this task was accomplished, no further 
denunciations of other collective farmers were sought or accepted. Additionally, all those involved, from the 
collective farmers to the Regional Committee, seemed to be aware that the use of party language was a ploy to 
strengthen their hand in a local power struggle, rather than the heartfelt denunciations and betrayals that 




Formerly called Viatka, the Kirov region is located about 550 miles northeast of Moscow. An independent 
administrative region under the tsars, Viatka province merged with Nizhny Novgorod region in 1930. In 1934, 
following a series of administrative reforms, the Viatka region broke away from the Gorky (Nizhny Novgorod) 
region, and the newly formed administrative territory was named for the murdered Leningrad party leader, 
Sergei Kirov. The region was predominantly ethnically Russian, with Tatar, Udmurt, and Mari ethnic 
minorities. In December 1936, following the ratification of the Stalinist Constitution, the Udmurt Autonomous 
Region was transformed into the Udmurt Autonomous Republic and became a separate territorial unit, 
answering to a new republic administration in Izhevsk rather than to the Regional administration in Kirov city. 
Because the investigation began in 1935 but the trial of “Red Column’s” leadership took place in 1937, the 
documents are located in two separate territorial administrative units.  
The Kirov region (and its subordinate Udmurt autonomous region) was agriculturally marginal, having a 
harsh northern climate and short growing season. However, this marginality had some benefits for the 
inhabitants of the Kirov region. Serfdom, and therefore landlords, was almost non-existent, and the peasants 
were very active and well represented in the zemstvos, meaning that the region had a long history of 
independence and strong local government. These two factors may be the reason collectivization does not seem 
to have been as harsh in Kirov as in other regions of the USSR such as Ukraine.  
However, life, even on a well-run collective farm was neither simple nor easy. Collective farms were 
formed from amalgamations of villages, and while the incorporation statute guaranteed equal rights and 
privileges for all collective farmers, in reality this was rarely the case. Tightly stratified hierarchies developed 
on collective farms almost immediately: the chairman and the kolkhoz administration were at the top of the 
ladder; brigadiers, school teachers, and skilled farm workers in the middle; and unskilled farm laborers, the 
elderly, and handicapped people were at the bottom.22 Such stratification resulted in a marked difference in pay, 
access to goods, and standard of living, which often evoked jealousy in those lower on the social ladder.  
The higher rank and privileges that went with the post of collective farm chairman were not without greater 
demands. The chairman was often caught between the demands of the state and the needs of the collective 
farmers. As far as local and national state and party officials were concerned, the first duty of a collective 
chairman was to his political superiors, the state and its agencies, and his second duty was to the collective farm 
as a legal and economic entity. The needs of the collective farm general assembly and collective farm members 
were ranked at the bottom of this list.23 This again caused much conflict on the collective farm, as the chairman 
often had to exploit his collective farmers, cut their grain rations, or seize other property to meet state demands, 
all while trying to motivate the collective farmers to work harder. Additionally, the collective farm chairmen 
frequently had to deal with meddling local officials. Those who did not perform their duties to the expectations 
of district officials faced criticism and often were pressured to leave the position. Chairmen were often the 
subjects of criticism at general assembly meetings, and it was common for both collective farmers and visiting 
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officials to use the assembly meeting as a public forum to challenge the decisions of the chairman and berate 
him if he was performing his duties poorly.24 
Local officials often wanted to control who was appointed chairman, especially when they had their own 
candidate ready to step into the position or when the first chairman repeatedly failed to meet their 
expectations.25 They often tightly controlled the process of appointing and dismissing collective farm chairmen. 
In theory, the general assembly could nominate or fire the chairman at any time, but local state or party officials 
almost always had the final say in such matters.26 These are the conditions that Nikolai Lozhkin faced in 1935-
36: collective farmers angry that their place in the hierarchy limited their privileges, hard-to-fulfill state 
demands, and a very involved and meddling District Party Committee leadership. But the independent nature of 
the region and its overall economic unimportance to the USSR meant that these conflicts were resolved at the 
local level, with very little participation of regional or national actors. 
Problems began for the “Red Column” collective farm administration in June 1935, when the investigative 
bureau of the Debessy District Party Committee launched an investigation into the “Red Column” collective 
farm for the nonpayment of state debt, though both Nikolai and Trofim Lozhkin were on the District Party 
Committee’s radar already for not properly organizing party work. The investigation resulted in the removal of 
the collective farm chairman, Nikolai Lozhkin, and other members of the collective farm administration and 
sparked a serious conflict in which Nikolai Lozhkin’s supporters and detractors sent statements, petitions, and 
complaints to various state and party agencies in Kirov and Moscow alleging moral misconduct and their 
opponents’ class enemy affiliation to strengthen their arguments. Many of the arguments made for and against 
Nikolai Lozhkin and other members of the collective farm administration appear rooted in personal and local 
conflicts, but the language and labels of state discourse and class enemy affiliation were used to give this local 
conflict national context and justify the actions taken against men who, until the 1935-1936 investigation, were 
considered upstanding party members.  
The “Red Column” collective farm was a well-established collective farm, founded in 1928. It had been 
formed from the merger of two villages: Nimoshur and Dzil’ii in Debesskii district (Udmurtiia, Kirov Region). 
When it was founded, the collective farm was composed of 127 households; by 1936, there were only 97. 
Nikolai Lozhkin was one of the principle organizers of the collective farm and was elected as the first collective 
farm chairman, a post he occupied until his removal in July 1936. The Kirov Regional Party Committee 
considered the collective farm economically viable and used it as a model farm in the early 1930s. In 1933, 
during the celebration of the 10th anniversary of the Udmurt region,27 the collective farm received the banner of 
the Oblast’ Executive Committee, as a recognition of their success. Additionally, for the early 1930s, the farm 
had an exceptionally well-developed infrastructure. It had the first electric power station and electric mill in the 
area, a butter factory, large-scale animal husbandry with 225 head of cattle on the milk farm, 232 head of sheep, 
an apiary, electrical lights, a banya, an apartment house with sixteen apartments, a car, a mechanical thresher, 
and other agricultural equipment. There was also a large-scale party organization on the collective farm, which 
from 1933-1935 counted twenty-five members and candidate members among its ranks, though this number had 
been reduced to sixteen members and candidate members by 1936, primarily due to people leaving the 
collective farm.28 Overall, the collective farm had been very successful for the first seven years of its existence, 
but in 1935-1936, the farm began to decline. 
The world of the “Red Column” collective farm was very complex with many actors and personalities 
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playing roles in the denunciation and defense of Nikolai Lozhkin and the other collective farm administrators. 
Many of the collective farmers shared the same last name, Lozhkin or Khokhriakov , and with the exception of 
Nikolai and Vasilii Lozhkin, who were identified as brothers in the documents, there is no evidence that any of 
these people were related. It was not uncommon for residents of an entire village to share one last name and not 
be closely related. Therefore, the collective farm actors will be identified by name and last name and, in some 
cases, name, patronymic, and last name to avoid confusion. For the reader’s convenience, a list of the main 
actors and the positions they held is provided in Appendix 1, and their names are hyperlinked to this 
biographical data throughout the text.  
The “Red Column” collective farm administration members were representative of local Soviet officials in 
the 1930s. Sheila Fitzpatrick describes typical local officials as being poorly educated, of peasant origin, in their 
thirties or forties and members of the communist party. She notes that while senior district officials were likely 
to have spent about a year in a party school in addition to primary school and have traveled to other district 
centers within their home region and its neighboring region, rural soviet members and collective farm chairmen 
often had not even completed primary school and usually did not have work experience outside their native 
district.29 Nikolai Lozhkin, the chairman of the “Red Column” collective farm, was a local peasant who joined 
the communist party in 1918, served in the Red Army during the Civil War, and became a member of the Kirov 
Regional Party Committee (Kraikom) and a candidate member of the Udmurt Regional Party Committee 
(obkom) until he was removed from these posts in 1936. He was illiterate; all of his letters were written by 
someone else, and he would sign them.30 His brother, Vasilii Iosifovich Lozhkin, who worked on the Moscow 
Regional Railroad, was also a party member but was literate, if not well-lettered. Unlike Fitzpatrick’s archetype, 
both men had work experience outside of Debesskii district, and Vasilii used his work experience and 
connections in Moscow to advocate for his brother.  
The other collective farm administrators were also local peasants who were party members and not 
particularly well-educated.31 Their local connections meant that they were well-known in the region and were 
familiar with the inner workings of local and familial politics, but their poor education undoubtedly hindered 
the execution of their duties. Many of the collective farm administration members held more than one position: 
Nikolai Lozhkin was a Regional Party Committee and obkom member, in addition to his duties as collective 
farm chairman; Trofim Nikiforevich Lozhkin was both the collective farm bookkeeper and the collective farm 
party secretary; Mitrofan Fedorovich Lozhkin was the chief supply manager and the collective farm paymaster; 
Aleksandr Fedorovich Khokhriakov was the collective farm chauffeur and chairman of the collective farm 
auditing committee; and Serafim Andreevich Khokhriakov was the former head of the rural soviet and a 
brigadier. One of these positions would have required a lot of time and effort to faithfully execute; the fact that 
under-educated or illiterate men occupied more than one such post meant that duties were inevitably neglected.  
According to the June 16, 1935 meeting minutes from the Debesskii District Party Committee, the district 
officials began to investigate the internal workings of the “Red Column” collective farm because the farm was 
delinquent in making payments in kind to the state. It owed meat, butter, flax, and other goods to fulfill its 
portion of state plans. Upon inquiry, the investigative bureau uncovered a laundry list of fairly common 
complaints against the collective farm administration: nepotism, mismanagement, and intimidation of the other 
collective farmers. The bureau claimed that such misbehavior had a negative effect on the economic solvency of 
the farm, citing poor recording of workdays as demoralizing to the shock workers, who often stopped coming to 
work thinking they were not going to be paid,32 a decline in cattle, the death of a pedigreed mare, the deaths of 
fifty-six pigs and piglets, and complete unpreparedness for the harvest. The investigation also uncovered an 
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unequal allotment of livestock among the collective farmers: some collective farm households remained cow-
less despite the large number of animals on the farm. The investigators further noted that many of the collective 
farm administrators’ personal animals were being kept in collective farm buildings and cared for at the farm’s 
expense. However, the District Party Committee Investigative Bureau recommended giving the collective farm 
administration time to correct these problems rather than removing them or starting criminal proceedings 
against them.33  
The investigative bureau ordered the collective farm administration to take specific steps to fix the 
problems on the collective farm. It ordered Nikolai Lozhkin, as the chairman, to force all collective farmers to 
remove their personal animals from the collective farm barns before July 20 and begin fulfilling grain quotas no 
later than July 25. The investigative bureau also instructed party secretary and collective farm bookkeeper, 
Trofim Lozhkin, to guarantee the complete preparedness of the farm for harvest, to liquidate all collective farm 
debts, to pay collective farmers their bonuses, and to step up political work on the collective farm,34 especially 
focusing on the verification of party documents. However, the District Party Committee did not trust the 
collective farm administration to complete these tasks and dispatched a number of local officials and party 
members to oversee the affairs of the collective farm, to try to improve conditions, and to establish financial 
responsibility.35 
In addition, the District Party committee tried to strengthen the collective farm by offering continuing 
education opportunities to the collective farm chairman. According to a 1936 report by District Party 
Committee Instructor Kuz’min, the District Party Committee had tried to send Nikolai Lozhkin to literacy 
school and even for private lessons with a teacher, but he refused to go. The District Party Committee Secretary, 
Dolgushev, with the approval of the Udmurt Regional Party Committee (Obkom), ordered Nikolai Lozhkin to 
come to Izhevsk to study, but he quickly returned home. According to Kuz’min, when questioned why he did 
not study, Nikolai Lozhkin answered, “I am already a distinguished person. I have worked as the chairman of 
the collective farm since 1922 and there is no such senior official in the Debesskii Party Committee except me. 
There is no need for me to study, I do not work poorly.”36 The District Party Committee found Nikolai’s attitude 
towards his education and continuing educational initiatives on the collective farm unacceptable.37 Nikolai’s 
arrogance and pugilistic attitude towards the District Party Committee would prove to be his undoing. 
The situation between the District Party Committee and the leadership became even tenser when two 
brigadiers from the “Red Column” farm were turned over to the judicial organs in the first half of 1936. The 
exact charges against Serafim Andreevich Khokhriakov and Andrei Lozhkin are unclear, but Nikolai Lozhkin, 
Trofim Lozhkin and Aleksandr Khokhriakov reacted vehemently to their colleagues’ sentencing. According to 
the District Party Committee’s May 21, 1936 report, Nikolai Lozhkin, Trofim Lozhkin, and Aleksandr 
Khokhriakov considered the District Party Committee’s actions wrong, and Aleksandr spoke out at a party 
meeting against the District Party Committee, stating, “The District Party committee works with the hands of 
kulaks and squeezes the collective farm.” The personal ties between these men were clearly strong: the deputy 
District Party Secretary, Kozlov, noted that they continued to support their friends even after their sentencing, 
writing them good letters of recommendation (kharakteristika) and giving them one hundred rubles for the road, 
even though the District Party Committee alleged that many other collective farmers had not received cash in 
years.38 These close personal ties between members of the collective farm administration sparked conflict not 
only with the District Party Committee but with other collective farmers as well, and probably to a far greater 
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extent than is shown in the documentation.  
Perhaps because of this solidarity and resistance to change, despite the prompt investigation and the 
dispatch of district personnel to the “Red Column” farm, actual change was slow to take place. Nikolai Lozhkin 
and many of his fellow administration members remained at their posts for almost a year following the initial 
investigation. The District Party Committee waited until Nikolai was kilometers away in Kirov for two-week 
courses pertaining to his duties as a Regional Party Committee member, from May 22 through June 6, 1936, to 
vote him out of office.39 Comrade Kozlov, the deputy District Party Committee secretary, was dispatched to the 
farm where he organized a general meeting and urged the removal of Nikolai Lozhkin as collective farm 
chairman. Shortly afterwards, the District Party Committee gathered complaints from collective farmers at 
meetings and removed many of the other collective farm administrators from their posts. Among those removed 
were the bookkeeper and party secretary, Trofim Lozhkin; Aleksander Khokhriakov, the head of the auditing 
committee; and Mitrofan Lozhkin, the supply manager. The District Party Committee appointed a new 
chairman, Mikhail Ivanovich Popov, who came from outside the collective farm.40 
Upon his return and finding that he had been replaced, Nikolai Lozhkin complained to the Regional Party 
Committee about the decision. His complaints launched a Regional Party Committee investigation. This 
investigation irritated the District Party Committee, which began to press criminal charges against him for 
alleged personal, political, and professional malfeasance during his tenure as collective farm chairman and for 
undermining the new District Party Committee-appointed leadership after he had been removed from office. In 
response to Nikolai Lozhkin’s appeals, the Regional Party Committee dispatched an agricultural section 
inspector, Comrade Shakirskii, to investigate the charges against Nikolai and the other administrators by 
reviewing meeting minutes and interviewing collective farmers. The District Party Committee and Regional 
Party Committee investigations yielded much damning testimony against the collective farm leadership. It 
appears the presence of the various officials provided those with personal grievances the opportunity to make 
their grievances known to an audience very willing to receive complaints of all varieties against the collective 
farm leadership. 
The fact that an investigation into unfulfilled quotas rather than a denunciation launched the larger inquiry 
of the collective farm’s administrative conduct raises some interesting questions. If Nikolai Lozhkin’s 
leadership was as corrupt as witnesses alleged, why were denunciations not filed? Why did collective farmers 
wait until they were interviewed by District Party Committee and Regional Party Committee officials to give 
testimony? Several possibilities exist. Sheila Fitzpatrick notes that collective farmers’ denunciation letters had a 
propensity to backfire, leading to the author’s possible prosecution if the accusations were considered 
unfounded.41 Perhaps, given Nikolai Lozhkin’s service record and the economic achievements of the collective 
farm, the collective farmers were afraid that the district officials would dismiss their complaints or, even worse, 
investigate the complainers. Another reason may have to do with Nikolai Lozhkin’s alleged proclivity for 
violence, which could have intimidated the collective farmers into silence until he left for training in Kirov and 
they had the protection of District Party Committee officials. A third possibility is that some of what Nikolai 
Lozhkin said in his defense was true and that the majority of those who came forward and denounced him were 
motivated by personal vendettas and simply found willing ears in the form of the District Party Committee and 
Regional Party Committee officials, whose investigation they used to settle their own scores. The fact that many 
of those who did offer testimony against Nikolai Lozhkin and other collective farm leaders had been expelled 
from the collective farm earlier lends some credence to this last theory.  
On August 16, 1936, the Debessy District Party Committee listened to the results of Instructor Shakirskii’s 
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investigation and decided to pursue a court case against Nikolai Lozhkin, Trofim Lozhkin, and Aleksander 
Khokhriakov and asked the Kirov Regional Party Committee and the Udmurt obkom to expel Nikolai Lozhkin 
from their respective organizations.42 The official charges against the three men were quite standard and used 
the language of the party and state, or what Larry Holmes, in his study of the educational apparatus in Kirov, 
describes as “a symbiosis of error.” This symbiosis involved failures in the professional, political, and personal 
spheres which Kirov party organizations developed into a narrative of denunciation in the 1930s.43 These three 
spheres were seen as having a symbiotic relationship: what happened in one sphere affected and was affected by 
what transpired in the others. For the urban party members and educational administrators whom Holmes 
studied, political errors unsurprisingly coincided with drunken behavior and professional incompetence.44 
This symbiosis of poor behavior in multiple areas of one’s life had counterparts in the countryside as well. 
In this case, it was particularly evident in the party organization reports and indictments, which added the 
political charge of suppressed criticism to the list of economic and moral charges against Nikolai Lozhkin and 
the collective farm bookkeeper and party secretary, Trofim Lozhkin. This symbiosis permeated the official 
Regional Party Committee instructor’s report, which provided the basis for the indictment and which described 
the collective farm leadership as having “become morally and politically corrupt and conducting relations with 
the collective farm and collective farmers in an anti-collective farm manner.”45 And this was reflected in the 
District Party Committee’s decision. The District Party Committee charged Nikolai Lozhkin, Trofim Lozhkin, 
and Aleksandr Khokhriakov with embezzling from the collective farm and neglecting their duties as chairman, 
bookkeeper, and head of the auditing committee, respectively, to the detriment of the collective farm. Their 
poor leadership was blamed for the destabilization of the farm through mass expulsions, the decline of 
livestock, a decline in the physical state of the farm, and other economic troubles, such as poor financial 
management of the butter factory, allowing some collective farmers to accrue large debts that were often over 
16,000 rubles while simultaneously failing to pay other collective farmers.46  
In addition to their moral and professional failings, these men were also accused of stifling self-criticism 
and contributing to a decline of party activity on the collective farm. Moreover, the Regional Party Committee 
inspector alleged that, during the verification and exchange of party documents, it was revealed that Nikolai 
Lozhkin had recommended two White Guardists to the ranks of the party, thereby discrediting himself in the 
eyes of the collective farmers and party organization.47 Furthermore, the District Party Committee accused 
Nikolai Lozhkin and Aleksandr Khokhriakov of not “acknowledging and correcting mistakes [but] remain[ing] 
on the path to eliminating the new collective farm leadership, terrorizing collective farmers and forming a circle 
of discontented people who presented written statements to Sovnarkom48 UASSR.”49 Yet outside these party 
reports, this symbiosis was not accorded much importance. The collective farmers who made the initial 
complaints focused on the economic and personal wrongdoing of the collective farm administrators, particularly 
that which had a negative effect on the lives of the collective farmers. 
Overall, there is nothing exceptional about these charges. Holmes’s work documents the use of this 
triumvirate of sins to discredit party members and officials in the educational spheres and elsewhere. However, 
these official accusations gloss over the nature of most of the accusations that the Regional Party Committee 
instructor recorded in the course of his investigation and which formed the basis of the Debessy District Party 
Committee’s decision. The Regional Party Committee instructor’s report, which features synopses of interviews 
with collective farmers, highlights a very personal, practical dimension to the accusations against the collective 
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farm administrators. While these personal complaints did not make it into the official indictment, they played a 
large role in the collective farmers’ support for the indictment and their willingness -- even eagerness -- to 
testify against these men.  
 
The Collective Farmers’ Complaints 
   
The complaints against Nikolai Lozhkin and the other collective farm administrators fell into three 
interrelated categories: corruption, drunkenness, and abuse of collective farmers. These categories were united 
by the fact that this behavior was seen as harmful to the collective farmers and violated their sense of fairness. 
Any allegations of political misdeeds were added by the District Party Committee or the Regional Party 
Committee inspector and were not reflected in the testimony that the inspector gathered from the collective 
farmers. This study focuses on peasant complaints rather than to the political charges, which appeared to be an 
afterthought, added as part of the formula for party denunciations rather than an area of concern for those 
making the complaints. 
In the case of “Red Column” farm, the archival documents contain very little direct testimony from 
collective farmers, except Mitrofan Lozhkin. Instead, the accusations against Nikolai and the other 
administration members come mainly from District Party Committee and Regional Party Committee reports. 
This raises the question if Inspector Shakirskii and the District Party Committee instructors cherry-picked these 
incidents to reinforce a certain narrative and to paint the deposed collective farm leadership as debauched and 
corrupt. Some general collective farm meeting protocols are also included in the archival record of this case, 
and these documents provide more plurality of opinion but also testify to the same negative behaviors. So while 
the examples selected and presented in the Regional Party Committee inspector’s report were unquestionably 
chosen to reinforce the negative narrative, the consistency in the accusations as presented in the Regional Party 
Committee report and the meeting protocols does suggest that the personal behavior of the collective farm 
administration, particularly that of Nikolai Lozhkin, also played a large role in collective farmers offering 
testimony against him. The recorded accusations are personal and virulent and lack any mention of the political 
malfeasance that appears in the Regional Party Committee inspector’s conclusion and the District Party 
Committee’s indictment. Therefore, even if these examples were manipulated to support the District Party 
Committee and Regional Party Committee narrative, they nonetheless reflect the collective farmers’ personal 
concerns and anxieties. Despite the limits of the materials, they still provide an important window into the local 
conflicts that helped drive the denunciations and abuse allegations that collective farmers made against local 
officials in the mid 1930s.50 
Fitzpatrick notes that most peasant abuse denunciations were directed against collective farm chairmen, 
listing crimes such as stealing from the collective farm, monopolizing resources, drunkenness, rudeness, and 
demanding their punishment.51 Fitzpatrick cites “the kind of misappropriation of kolkhoz funds that was easily 
done by kolkhoz chairmen and accountants: cheating kolkhozniki on labor-day payments, confiscating their 
animals, imposing illegal fines and a variety of other forms of extortion, treating the kolkhoz horses as personal 
property, drawing money out of the kolkhoz bank account for personal use, etc.” as the most common types of 
collective farm theft complaints.52 Collective farmers from the “Red Column” farm made many such charges 
against Nikolai Lozhkin and the other collective farm administrators. The farmers alleged that the 
administrators had added extra workdays to their own payment books, that they took collective farm property 
and animals for their own, and that they took “loans” that they did not pay back. Nikolai Lozhkin, in particular, 
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was named in several assaults against collective farmers, as well as being accused of being verbally abusive 
towards those he disliked or who challenged him.  
Despite the similarities of the charges against the “Red Column” leadership to Fitzpatrick’s study, charges 
of economic failure, rotting crops and so on were absent from collective farmers’ testimonies. These charges 
only later appeared in Nikolai Lozhkin’s letters, accusing the new collective farm chairman, Popov, of 
mismanagement. Dolgushev, the District Party Committee secretary, also leveled charges of economic 
mismanagement at Lozhkin but only after Nikolai Lozhkin denounced him to both the Regional Party 
Committee and the Central Committee. At the time of Nikolai Lozhkin’s dismissal, the “Red Column” farm was 
one of the most successful and efficient collective farms in the Udmurt Autonomous Oblast’. This suggests that 
economic problems were not driving the denunciation of Nikolai Lozhkin and the other administration 
members, lending more credence to the idea that these charges were leveled for personal, rather than economic 
or political, reasons. 
 
Corruption and drunkenness  
   
 All of the charges the collective farmers brought against Nikolai Lozhkin and the other collective farm 
administrators negatively affected the collective farmers’ standard of living and could be spun to create a 
narrative of the former leaders’ criminality and moral deprivation. Corruption and drinking formed a symbiotic 
relationship in which one funded the other. It was alleged that Nikolai Lozhkin organized bacchanalias on the 
collective farm, which in 1935-36 became almost institutionalized, and that Fedor Lozhkin53, Mitrofan Lozhkin, 
Trofim Lozhkin, Aleksandr Khokhriakov, Serafim Khokhriakov and Pavel Maksimov -- all members of the 
administration -- were regular participants.54 However, the drinking parties themselves were not the major 
complaint of the other collective farmers, but rather how they were funded and provisioned. The Regional Party 
Committee inspector’s report alleged that “in connection with these systematic bacchanalias led by the head of 
the collective farm Nikolai Lozhkin and other administration workers, the collective farm headed down a path 
of abuse - they embezzled collective farm property and freely and without recording the transactions took 
collective farm products.”55 Several collective farmers testified that, in March 1936, the storekeeper Pavel 
Maksimov sold collective farm meat at the bazaar and then got drunk in his apartment with Nikolai Lozhkin and 
others on alcohol purchased with the money from the market. Mitrofan Lozhkin56 stated that Nikolai Lozhkin 
often “compelled” him to buy wine, sometimes giving him money for it, sometimes ordering him to pay for it 
with collective farm property and telling him to “put it on my tab.” It was alleged that, on at least one occasion, 
they paid for wine at the village co-op with a collective farm horse.57 Such testimony reflects a connection 
between moral debauchery and crime, providing an account that resonated with the dialogue of a tripartite 
symbiosis of errors that dominated party rhetoric in Kirov in the mid-1930s. This construction of a rudimentary 
symbiotic narrative may have been purposeful, but it may also been how the collective farmers viewed the 
chairman’s actions. His use of collective farm resources for personal pleasure undoubtedly violated the 
collective farmers’ sense of fairness and seemed to cause genuine resentment of the administrators’ higher 
standard of living, which the majority of other collective farmers, even on such a prosperous collective farm, 
could not enjoy.  
Denunciations of Nikolai Lozhkin’s decadent lifestyle conveyed this sense of unfairness and focused on his 
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appropriation of everyday items that strongly influenced the quality of life on the collective farm. For example, 
several collective farmers complained about Lozhkin’s livestock holding, which was reflective of the daily 
struggles that occupied them as well as the deep- seated rifts between the haves and have-nots in such a tightly 
knit community. Livestock ownership, particularly ownership of cattle, had long been a marker of prosperity in 
the villages. The state, aware of the important role cattle played in the everyday life of rural inhabitants, paid 
particularly close attention to this issue, making sure every household had the opportunity to have a household 
cow and making it a primary goal of collective farm management and local state officials.58 During 
collectivization and the subsequent evaluations of the standard of living on collective farms, the ownership of a 
private cow by a majority of the collective farm members was a marker that district inspectors used to denote a 
successful collective farm.59 The livestock helped define quality of life in the countryside, and the collective 
farmers resented Nikolai Lozhkin’s livestock-keeping practices that served to make him richer and grant him a 
comfortable life at their expense. They alleged that the chairman and several other administrative workers had 
kept their personal livestock on the collective farm livestock farm and that the personal livestock ate collective 
farm fodder at the farm’s expense. This practice continued until Nikolai Lozhkin was removed from office in 
June 1936, despite the categorical request by the District Party Committee in 1935 for Lozhkin to quickly 
remove his personal livestock from the collective farm barns. Additionally, several collective farmers alleged 
that he had also repossessed a cow he had given to the collective farm when one of his personal cows died and 
that he did this unilaterally, without ever consulting the other members of the collective farm.60 The report 
emphasized that the collective farm had not approved this measure, signifying that not the action itself but its 
unilateral nature was the problem.  
Collective farmers testified that Nikolai Lozhkin also took such important commodities as meat, butter, and 
honey, all of which were relatively rare treats in the Soviet countryside, from the collective farm. His drinking 
buddy and fellow administration member, Mitrofan Lozhkin, the supply manager for the collective farm, 
facilitated this behavior. Mitrofan was seen on at least one occasion dragging a whole pig carcass, weighing 10-
20 kilograms, to Nikolai Lozhkin’s house. Aleksei Samoilovich Lozhkin61 accused the collective farm 
leadership of having his dead cow butchered, collecting over 6 poods of meat, and only giving him the head. He 
stated that he had no idea where the rest of the meat went and insinuated that the collective farm leadership had 
taken it for themselves.62 Nikolai also purportedly took butter from the butter factory and had whole poods of 
honey delivered to his house so that his wife could cook a good meal for collective farm holidays and 
entertaining. 63 These accounts served to bolster the narrative of the gluttonous and debauched collective farm 
leadership who exploited the collective farmers. 
However, the narrative gets more complicated. According to materials compiled by deputy secretary of the 
District Party Committee Kozlov, the local newspapers Tractor and Udmurt Commune investigated claims that 
Nikolai was stealing collective farm property in the form of meat, flour, etc. and keeping his livestock on 
collective farm property in 1935. According to Kozlov’s May 21, 1936 report on Tractor and Udmurt 
Commune’s investigation, the investigators found that all of the accusations were unsubstantiated. The 
investigators noted that many of the foodstuffs Nikolai was accused of stealing were actually used by his wife to 
prepare meals for the local nursery and that his animals had been stabled on collective farm property but were 
kept, as of 1935, in his personal barn.64 It is unclear why the local newspaper found such accusations to be 
unsubstantiated in 1935. It is unlikely that the newspaper editors were Nikolai’s allies. The documents do not 
mention the editor of Udmurt Commune, but Tractor’s editor was Ilyia Protopopov, an outspoken critic of 
Nikolai with whom Nikolai appeared to have had a personal grudge. In direct conflict with the materials from 
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the newspapers’ investigation, a July 12, 1935 report from a District Party Committee Instructor claimed that all 
the accusations had been substantiated through collective farmers’ letters of complaint.65 Such conflicting 
documentation reminds the reader to retain a healthy skepticism about what the “truth” may be and illustrates 
the deep conflicts and contradictions that were a part of everyday Soviet life. 
Whatever conflicting versions may have existed, the narrative of the collective farm leadership as corrupt 
and criminal seems to have become the master narrative by 1936, and the collective farmers provided plenty of 
testimony to support it. In addition to embezzlement of collective farm property, some collective farmers 
accused the leadership of financial malfeasance. The Regional Party Committee inspector, based on financial 
investigations and collective farmers’ testimony, inculpated Nikolai Lozhkin and other members of the 
administration of using their positions to manipulate the collective farm books and collective farmers for 
financial gain. Some even accused them of embezzling money from the collective farm. The Regional Party 
Committee inspector argued that Nikolai Lozhkin, with the help of Trofim Lozhkin, the bookkeeper, and 
Mitrofan Lozhkin, falsified the collective farm books. The inspector also claimed that Nikolai ordered the 
bookkeeper and Mitrofan to add a large number of fake workdays to the payroll accounts to cover his debts. The 
number of allegedly fraudulent workdays was enormous. He added an extra 500 work days for 1931, falsifying 
the number from 793 work days to 1,393, and for 1932, he “corrected” 687 work days to 1,687 work days, 
thereby adding 1,000 workdays. The income from these forged workdays exactly covered the 1,663 rubles that 
he owed in arrears. Though he signed the summary in the payroll book for these “corrections,” Nikolai Lozhkin 
maintained that he had not asked Trofim and Mitrofan to add these workdays. The inspector viewed it 
differently, claiming that, because he had signed off on the changes, he was still complicit.66 The inspector 
alleged that other collective farm administration members, brigadiers and the like, had also had fake workdays 
added, cheating the collective farm out of a total of 4,545 rubles. Additionally, several collective farmers 
complained that the administration borrowed money from the collective farm and never paid it back. These 
administrators supposedly exploited the semi-literacy of collective farmers and compelled them to sign that they 
had borrowed money, when in fact they signed the opposite, saying that they had received this money.67  
Collective farmers also alleged that the collective farm leadership had misappropriated other funds from 
the collective farm as well, citing low-reported revenue for collective farm goods and services as proof. For 
example, in 1936, 101 hogs were slaughtered and fifty-five died, but from the sale of the 156 pigskins, the 
collective farm cashiers office received only sixty-eight rubles. However, the new collective farm leadership, 
run by the new collective farm chairman, Mikhail Popov, reported receiving 151 rubles for thirty-five pigskins. 
Additionally, Lozhkin’s administration had lent out the collective farm car for a year and a half and received 
less than 5,000 rubles for its use, but under the new administration, the farm made more than 5,500 rubles just 
renting the car for two months.68 The complainants used such incidents to create a narrative of a morally 
dissipated and corrupt collective farm leadership. 
 
Abuse of Collective Farmers 
 
The other major theme of the complaints was violent behavior towards collective farmers. In both the 
Regional Party Committee instructor’s report and the collective farm protocols, Nikolai Lozhkin was accused of 
being rude, abusive, and threatening his fellow collective farmers and enlisting his cronies to help him. While 
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the incidents reported in Inspector Shakirskii’s report are possibly exaggerated and played up to fit the narrative 
of a ruthless and unscrupulous leadership, Nikolai’s own brother acknowledged his propensity for rudeness.69 
Therefore, it is quite probable that Nikolai Lozhkin employed violence, or the threat of it, to coerce collective 
farmers into obedience or to punish them for disobedience or challenging his authority.70 Peasants also charged 
that he used violence to settle personal disputes.  
The collective farmers alleged that Nikolai Lozhkin used violence to intimidate his detractors and those 
who did not meet his expectations as a way to assert control on the collective farm. This appeared to be a long-
standing problem and perhaps reflective of his management style. Supposedly, in 1933, a newly created 
Komsomol group called “Light Cavalry” went to verify the quality of threshing on the threshing floor.71 When 
Nikolai Lozhkin heard about this, he sent Aleksandr Khokhriakov with a weapon “to arrest them.” Khokhriakov 
escorted the “Light Cavalry” members to the chairman, where Nikolai Lozhkin “properly” scolded them 
because they had “butted” into what was not their business.72 
Nikolai Lozhkin was accused of physically and verbally abusing many collective farmers to impose order 
in many situations. Beatings were often allegedly used to punish those who failed to do their work properly. For 
example, collective farmers testified that in the winter of 1935, Nikolai Lozhkin, together with former brigadier 
Serafim Khokhriakov,73 beat the sentry at the horse barn, senior groom Iakov K. Protopopov, for sleeping on the 
job and letting horses wander loose around the stable aisles74 and because Serafim had been sent to court over a 
horse that had disappeared on Protopopov’s watch.75 They then allegedly persuaded a different groom, Al. 
Fedorovich Khokhriakov, a witness to the beating, to say nothing about it.76 Not only did Nikolai try to impose 
order by beating a poor worker; he also helped his friend Serafim get justice/ vengeance for the legal trouble 
Protopopov’s actions caused him. In November 1935, Nikolai Lozhkin purportedly beat an old watchman, 
Aleksei Samoilovich Lozhkin, who had gone into the stokehole of the power plant to warm himself and fallen 
asleep there. According to witness testimony, the old collective farmer had gone into the power plant because 
Nikolai had failed to send someone to relieve him from his watchman duties and Aleksei was freezing. 
However, upon finding the old man sleeping, Nikolai, who was allegedly drunk, punched him in the head while 
cursing at him. Nikolai also supposedly threatened Evdokia Lozkhina, who had witnessed the crime, with being 
fired from her position at the power plant if she reported the crime.77 In January 1936, Nikolai Lozhkin, together 
with brigadier Grigorii Ivanovich Lozhkin, supposedly beat the collective farmer Ivan Osipovich Lozhkin 
because he supervised the threshing floor poorly.78 According to witness reports, Ivan Osipovich had been 
supervising the threshing floor for over twelve hours without anyone sent to relieve him, so he decided to go 
home. Ivan Osipovich had arrived at his home and was in the process of undressing when his supervisor, 
Perevozchikov, came and tried to send him to a different post. Freezing and having just returned home, Ivan 
Osipovich refused. At three a.m. the next day, Ivan Osipovich was awaked by the brigadier Grigorii Ivanovich 
Lozhkin, who told him to go back to his post, that there had been a theft of grain from the threshing floor he had 
been charged with supervising. Ivan Osipovich got ready and headed out on the street where he was met 
between two houses by Nikolai Lozhkin, Grigorii Ivanovich Lozhkin, and Perevozchikov, who began blaming 
him for the lost grain. Grigorii Ivanovich allegedly struck the first blow; then Nikolai joined in and beat Ivan 
Osipovich unconscious. According to the testimony given at Nikolai’s trial, Ivan Osipovich was beaten so badly 
by the two Lozhkins and Perevozchikov that he was unable to say anything about it. In fact, no grain had been 
stolen.79  
Once again, the local Udmurt newspapers, Tractor and Udmurt Commune, investigated these claims in 
1935, and, according to Kozlov’s May 21, 1936 report, the newspapers’ investigation decided, based on witness 
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statements, that some of these acts of cruelty did not take place. According to Kozlov’s materials, the 
investigation concluded that Nikolai Lozhkin behaved very respectfully towards Aleksei Samoilovich, waking 
him up and explaining to him that sleeping on the job was not permitted. When Aleksei Samoilovich went back 
to sleep, Nikolai threw a pipe on the ground to wake him up. Tractor and Udmurt Commune’s investigators 
concluded no beating had taken place. They also concluded that Nikolai and Grigorii Ivanovich had not beaten 
Ivan Osipovich because he could not clearly state who had attacked him. According to Tractor and Udmurt 
Commune’s investigation, Ivan Osipovich originally blamed Perevozchikov for beating him but then changed 
his story to blame the chairman and the brigadier. However, the investigators did conclude that Nikolai and 
Serafim had drunkenly harassed the chief groom, Iakov Protopopov.80 And, once again, the July 12, 1935 report 
from a District Party Committee instructor directly contradicted the newspapers’ findings, claiming that all the 
accusations had been substantiated through collective farmers’ letters of complaint.81 It is impossible to know 
the truth, but the accusations of violence certainly helped create a master narrative of an abusive tyrant. 
The collective farmers testified that Nikolai Lozhkin was often verbally abusive as well, using such 
epithets as “bastards,” “vermin,” and “loiterers” when he addressed them and routinely threatening to shoot 
them for seemingly minor infractions. Nikolai Lozhkin owned a pistol that he had brought back with him from 
his time in the Red Army which he allegedly used to intimidate collective farmers. For example, in the winter of 
1935, the collective farmers went into the forest to cut timber and mistakenly took the wrong road. Upon 
realizing this was not the correct path, an allegedly drunk Nikolai Lozhkin leapt out from the sledge, snatched 
up his revolver, and began to threaten and curse at the collective farmer, Pavel Ivanovich Lozhkin, because they 
had gone up the wrong road.82 Several collective farmers testified to the Regional Party Committee inspector 
that, at more than one collective farm and brigadier meeting, particularly at meetings with the fourth brigade, 
Nikolai Lozhkin and Fedor Lozhkin said things like, “If it were 1918, it would be necessary to shoot you all,” 
and “It is necessary to shoot you all in the name of the Party committee, but many bullets would be wasted on 
you. Better to chase you all out.”83 Collective farmers reported that, in 1935, at a collective farm meeting, 
Nikolai Lozhkin cursed at the collective farmer Ivan Iosifovich Lozhkin, saying, “It would be necessary to 
shoot you if I wasn’t sorry to waste the bullet. It cost 18 kopeks and you are not worth that.”84 These death 
threats were often targeted at specific individuals who challenged or failed to live up to Nikolai’s expectations. 
The collective farmers took Nikolai Lozhkin’s threats with the revolver seriously since he had, on other 
occasions, demonstrated a tendency to use his gun to solve administrative problems. In one incident, for 
example, in 1934, collective farmers’ sheep got out of their pens and into the collective farm’s winter crops. In 
order to give the appearance of decisively dealing with this problem, Nikolai Lozhkin supposedly asked the 
brigadier Al. Iak. Lozhkin to shoot the sheep, and he added, “when you find the sheep’s owner, [do the same to 
him].” The collective farmers stated Nikolai Lozhkin himself shot many sheep and actively participated in this 
“hunt.”85 The sheep represented valuable livestock, and their loss would have been devastating for their owners 
who relied on them to supplement their collective farm wages to maintain a more than subsistence standard of 
living. His willingness to shoot such valuable animals demonstrated both his lack of concern for other collective 
farmers and a disturbing propensity to use lethal force to solve problems. This behavior was so concerning that, 
on July 26, 1936, the new head of the collective farm, Mikhail Popov, and another collective farm member, T. 
Lozhkin, wrote to the Debessy District Party Committee about seizing Nikolai’s gun. They wrote that they were 
concerned for their safety because Nikolai Lozhkin “has a gun and doesn’t want to give the position of 
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collective farm chair to anyone else.”86  
Nikolai Lozhkin’s violence was a means of correcting the failings of collective farmers or defending his 
station, but his violent tendencies were not just limited to punishing those who challenged his position as head 
of the collective farm.  
According to testimony from some collective farmers, Nikolai Lozhkin used violence to punish people who 
should have otherwise gone to court, setting himself up as judge and jury. This tendency towards extralegal 
justice (samosud) was already demonstrated by the way Nikolai helped Serafim punish the head groom. But 
according to collective farmer testimony, this was a longstanding behavior and one that Nikolai engaged in 
often, in direct conflict with the law. For example, in 1933, the wife of collective farmer Vasilii Grigorievich 
Lozhkin was tried and sent to prison in Izhvesk for unspecified crimes. She somehow escaped prison and 
returned to her husband who hid her from the authorities for two days. When the collective farm administration 
found this out, they arrested her and told her husband that they were getting ready to arrest him as well for 
aiding and abetting her. However, instead of sending him to court, Nikolai Lozhkin, Trofim Lozhkin, and 
Mitrofan Lozhkin decided to administer their own extra-legal punishment. Allegedly, the night Vasilii Lozhkin 
was supposed to be sent to Debessy to the people’s court, he was instead summoned by the collective farm 
administration and taken into a house where Nikolai, Trofim, and Mitrofan Lozhkin were waiting for him. 
Nikolai Lozhkin purportedly grabbed him by the head and bent him over a sack and ordered Trofim and 
Mitrofan to beat him with their fists on his back. After Vasilii was badly beaten, they released him, and Nikolai 
supposedly told him, “Now go home, we will not send you to court.”87 While, in 1936, this incident served to 
paint Nikolai as an arrogant tyrant who thought himself above the law, in reality Nikolai’s actions were 
probably less harsh than the court punishment would have been and allowed Vasilii to remain at home with his 
twelve-year-old son, while not escaping justice. In many ways, the beating of Vasilii Grigorivich Lozhkin is an 
event whose interpretation probably changed greatly over time as the context of Nikolai’s life changed.  
Violence was common in Russian peasant life, and Nikolai seemed to be a master of it. He allegedly 
employed hyper-violent measures to settle personal disputes as well. This mixture of personal animosity and an 
inclination towards violence, while executing his duties as a communist and collective farm chairman, was well 
illustrated by Nikolai Lozhkin’s apparent relationship with his fellow collective farmer Aleksei Strelkov. The 
details of this incident vary widely in the documentation, but these variations serve to illustrate how powerful 
personal motivations were in driving local politics and daily interaction. One of the most violent conflicts 
between the two appeared to take place at a christening party at Aleksei Strelkov’s home. Communists were 
supposed to discourage traditions like christenings because of their ties with religion, and the fact that 
communists’ wives often had their babies christened was frequently held against them during Party purges. As a 
good communist, Nikolai was supposed to discourage such events, but he allegedly exceeded his party mandate 
and terrorized the family. The director of the power plant, Semen Sychugov, testified that Nikolai Lozhkin 
hated Aleksei Strelkov, stating that once, in the winter of 1935, he and Nikolai Lozhkin returned a “bit tipsy” 
from Debessy, and Nikolai Lozhkin told him, “we need to get rid of Strelkov, but it will be bad for us [to do it 
directly],” and he asked Sychugov if he could urge Strelkov’s son to kill his father.88 In statements to the 
Regional Party Committee inspector, collective farmers contended that Nikolai Lozhkin burst in to the 
christening and attempted to chase out the guests. When he failed, he returned with Serafim Khokhriakov89 and 
began to abuse the master of the house and his son. Nikolai supposedly smacked the elderly collective farmer 
on the shoulder, hitting him several times and then grabbed Pavel Strelkov by the hair, pulling down and then 
against the grain of his hair and asked Pavel if this was painful. When Pavel answered affirmatively, Nikolai 
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told him to do the same to his father and urged Pavel to grab the old man by the hair and kill him, saying, “You 
bend his head back and cut his throat with your knife.”90 The collective farmers claimed that, through such 
behavior, Nikolai “taught” Strelkov’s son to fall out with his father.91 However, the local newspapers Tractor 
and Udmurt Commune offered a slightly different version of events. According to its investigation of the “Red 
Column” collective farm, Serafim Khokhriakov was the one who spearheaded the breakup of the party, and 
Nikolai had come along to try and calm Serafim down but was himself drunk and ended up screaming at 
Aleksei Strelkov. Tractor and Udmurt Commune’s report, made in 1935, does not mention any beating or 
attempted murder. It is possible that the details of this event were embellished after the fact, misremembered, or 
simply were not given to Tractor and Udmurt Commune’s investigators for fear of reprisal from Nikolai and his 
friends.  
The reasons given for Nikolai’s alleged assault on the Strelkov family also varied. Witness testimony 
presented at his trial alleged that Nikolai hated Aleksei Strelkov because he had criticized Nikolai and the 
collective farm administration to his neighbor while they were in the banya together; this neighbor allegedly 
told one of the brigadiers who, in turn, told Nikolai.92 However, a far more compelling reason is offered up in 
Tractor and Udmurt Commune’s material and corroborated by Debessy Party Committee instructor Bazhanov’s 
report and a letter of complaint from the collective farmer Anna Fedorovna Khokhoriakova. According to these 
sources, Nikolai blamed the elder Strelkov for Andrei Lozhkin’s imprisonment. The newspapers reported that 
Nikolai was shouting at Aleksei Strelkov, accusing him of being the reason brigadier Andrei Lozhkin was sent 
to court, and yelling that he needed to scutch flax rather than have a party.93 According to Bazhanov, Nikolai 
yelled at Strelkov, “it is because of your shit that brigadier Andrei was sentenced to prison.”94 It is unclear from 
the documentation why Andrei Lozhkin was sent to prison, but Nikolai seemed to blame Aleksei Strelkov’s 
poor flax harvesting. Andrei had been part of Lozhkin’s circle of administrators and friends. Nikolai had 
sponsored Andrei’s party membership and had written him a letter of recommendation (khoroshaia 
kharakteristika), so undoubtedly the two men had had a close personal bond. Personal friendships and loyalties 
seemed to drive many of the conflicts on the “Red Column” farm, as they do in most aspects of Russian and 
Soviet life, and it seems far more logical that his friend’s imprisonment would have prompted such a vengeful 
outburst, rather than some third hand banya commentary. Either way, it would appear that Nikolai Lozhkin’s 
personality and behavior played a large role in prompting collective farmers to denounce him. 
On yet another occasion, another personal grudge allegedly drove Nikolai to violent outbursts. During the 
October festivities in 1935, Ilyia Kuzmich Protopopov, the editor of the local Udmurt newspaper, Tractor, came 
to the festivities hall, and Nikolai Lozhkin persistently urged the young Komsomol member, Ilyia Nikolaevich 
Lozhkin, to grab Protopopov by the collar and hurl him from the premises. Nikolai Lozhkin allegedly had the 
boy under his influence and reminded him that Protopopov’s grandfather was the reason the Komsomol 
member’s father had been shot by the Whites. However, witnesses claimed that Nikolai Lozhkin’s real motives 
were not to help the boy get revenge for his father’s death but to chase Protopopov out because he had often 
spoken out against Nikolai at party meetings and criticized him in Tractor.95 Either way, it was personal 
resentments that drove this conflict. 
According to the Regional Party Committee instructor, Nikolai Lozhkin’s violent temper had an even 
greater effect on collective farm life than just disrupting it. Inspector Shakirskii cited Nikolai Lozhkin’s rude 
and violent temper as one of the causes for the decline of the collective farm, alleging that he really did “chase 
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out” collective farmers from the collective farm as he had threatened, expelling twenty-five households in 1933-
34, primarily for insubordination to the administration (See Appendix 2).96 Additionally, in 1935, thirty-five 
households from the village of Azim’ia sent in a written request to separate from the “Red Column.” While the 
exact reason for this request is not included, it is not hard to believe Nikolai Lozhkin’s violent behavior played a 




Mitrofan Lozhkin, one of Nikolai’s co-defendants and the former supply master, corroborated many of the 
accusations against Nikolai Lozhkin. Mitrofan’s case exemplifies how personal interests and local politics 
shaped the denunciation process, sometimes having far greater effect on who was denounced and how these 
denunciations were formed than state politics and rhetoric. In the case of the “Red Column” collective farm, it 
would appear that the District Party Committee orchestrated much of the testimony against Nikolai Lozhkin and 
manipulated this testimony to fit into the state narrative of a morally, politically, and economically corrupt local 
leader. But the impetus behind Nikolai Lozhkin’s and other administrators’ removal from power appeared to be 
strictly local, based on personalities and local politics. Mitrofan played a central role in giving testimony and 
legitimizing the District Party Committee’s narrative, but his testimony’s reliability was dubious. Mitrofan 
appeared to have been spared prosecution for his role in the theft of collective farm property and violence 
towards collective farmers in return for his testimony against his former friends and colleagues. One could 
easily believe that, at the very least, Mitrofan downplayed his role in these affairs and highlighted Nikolai’s 
role. It is not, after all, unheard of for those who testify against their codefendants to fabricate a story they 
believe the prosecution wants to hear in exchange for immunity. Moreover, his fellow collective farmers paint a 
less than flattering portrait of Mitrofan. The collective farmer Nikita Kornilovich Skobkarev testified that 
drunken parties often took place at Nikolai Lozhkin’s apartment but more often at Mitrofan’s apartment with 
Nikolai simply participating.98 Zoya Stepanova Lozhkina described Mitrofan as “systematically drunk” and an 
embezzler of collective farm property such as leather goods.99 The picture Mitrofan paints of Nikolai Lozhkin 
further illustrates the personal rather than official nature of the complaints against him and helped further 
develop the narrative of moral and economic corruption. In Mitrofan’s testimony, Nikolai Lozhkin’s personal 
behavior and his flaunting of his ill-gotten wealth and privilege were what made him “a bully.” 100 
Mitrofan substantiated the charges of assault, verbal threats, and the misuse of his position for economic 
gain, but his testimony focused more on Nikolai’s bullying than the testimony of the other collective farmers, 
possibly to give himself an excuse for colluding, at times, with Nikolai. Because of this focus on Nikolai’s 
intimidation, Mitrofan’s testimony contains some of the most lurid accounts of assault and embezzlement. 
Mitrofan alleged that Nikolai Lozhkin beat Andrei Vasil’evich Lozhkin and chased him from the 
administration, punching him in the neck, and that he also beat Vaslii Grigor’evich with his fists at collective 
farm meetings. Mitrofan corroborated and embellished charges of drunken gun violence, stating that, in the 
winter, E. F. Lozhkin and Nikolai Lozhkin went to the village of Debessy and came back drunk and started 
shooting at people, “but I am not sure if they were shooting at them or just shooting in the villages of Zetymskii 
and Malozetymskii and were targeting curtains.”101 In addition to accusations of violence, Mitrofan confirmed 
Nikolai Lozhkin’s financial misdeeds, claiming that “he asked for money and promised that he will sign 
something in Debessy and so I gave him the money and now he says he did not take it.”102 Mitrofan also 
testified that Nikolai Lozhkin was caught falsifying account records and grossly inflating the number of 
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workdays he worked as well as adding sick leave and other bonuses.103 
While most of these accusations simply reiterate the District Party Committee’s narrative of corruption and 
debauchery, Mitrofan created his own narrative of privilege, alleging that Nikolai Lozhkin used his position as 
collective farm chairman to secure better goods and opportunities for himself, which he flaunted in the 
community. These charges are interesting because they demonstrate once again that Nikolai’s violation of the 
collective farmers’ sense of fairness and propriety influenced many denunciations. Mitrofan focused intensely 
on items, such as livestock, that enhanced Nikolai’s quality of life and his standing in the collective farm at 
others’ expense. But more than the statements from the other collective farmers, Mitrofan’s language and the 
detail he provided hint at jealousy as a possible motive for denouncing Nikolai Lozhkin. For example, he 
accused Nikolai of pilfering butter from his wife’s job at the butter factory.104 Mitrofan enviously described how 
Nikolai and his family used large quantities of scarce butter carelessly, stating, “they didn’t live a day without 
butter, frying and stewing not only in the morning but also in the evening.”105 Butter, meat, and other foodstuffs 
were luxuries on collective farms; that Nikolai could indulge in butter both morning and evening raised many 
suspicions about how he acquired the butter and, as Mitrofan’s language suggests, created jealousy. 
Butter wasn’t the only commodity Nikolai Lozhkin was accused of misappropriating. He was accused of 
letting straw rot rather than distributing it to collective farmers and using his position as a member of the 
Regional Party Committee to hoard food. Mitrofan also reiterated the charge that Nikolai Lozhkin took a cow 
without permission when his personal cow disappeared. Appropriating material goods for himself and his 
family was not the only way Mitrofan alleged that Nikolai abused his office. He also accused Nikolai Lozhkin 
of securing special privileges for his children, allowing them to study more than the obligatory seven years, 
which was not an option for the children of other collective farmers.106 All of these ill-gotten privileges vastly 
raised Nikolai’s standard of living as well as the level of success and comfort his family could enjoy. However, 
such privileges were not available to the majority of the other collective farmers. Mitrofan’s narrative of Nikolai 
Lozhkin’s crime focused on the privileges he enjoyed in his daily life and conveyed a certain jealousy that may 
have motivated others to testify against him as well. For Mitrofan, Nikolai Lozhkin’s crimes were personal and 
local. 
Nowhere is this emphasis on the personal more evident than in Mitrofan’s description of Nikolai’s 
administrative techniques and practices in which personal violence, connections, and favors were the main ways 
he maintained power. According to Mitrofan, up until the District Party Committee investigation, Nikolai 
Lozhkin felt secure enough in his standing as a good communist and a member of the obkom and Regional 
Party Committee that he routinely reminded the collective farmers that he could act with impunity, feeling that 
the party apparatus would shield him from reprisals. He allegedly often stated, “You vermin need [to be] shot. I 
shot many vermin like you in 1917 and 1918, and although others really want to get rid of me, the District Party 
Committee, the obkom and the Regional Party Committee won’t get rid of me, and in light of this fact no one 
will come forward and speak up because I will kick out of the collective farm anyone who says or does that.”107 
Possibly to emphasize Nikolai Lozhkin’s domineering personality or to shift blame for his actions from himself 
to Nikolai, Mitrofan testified that even Nikolai’s cronies were not safe from his violent manipulations. Mitrofan 
claims that he was a victim of violence on several occasions, beginning in 1935, when Nikolai Lozhkin and 
Maxim A. Lozhkin visited him when they were very drunk. He claimed that they wanted to shoot him because 
he didn’t listen to them but that he ran away before he was shot.108  
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According to Mitrofan’s testimony, Nikolai Lozhkin’s bullying behavior only got worse as the District 
Party Committee investigation progressed. For example, Mitrofan claimed that Nikolai bribed Ivan 
Kondrat’evich Protopopov with two liters of wine so that he would say negative things about the District Party 
Committee instructors Bazhanov and Kuz’min, a fact that Protopopov later related to Mitrofan.109 Once Nikolai 
Lozhkin was removed from his job and it was becoming clear he was facing criminal charges, Mitrofan alleged 
that he engaged in a campaign of intimidation. For example, Kuzma Popov verbally attacked Nikolai Lozhkin at 
the district party meeting and Nikolai (who was forbidden to be present) found out about it from his son, 
Mitrofan, and Aleksandr Khokhriakov. According to Mitrofan, he then “called us to his apartment and asked 
why we had not defended him and swore we were trying to sell him out but that it would not happen.”110 
Perhaps knowing Mitrofan’s propensity for giving up former colleagues to save his own skin, Nikolai Lozhkin 
allegedly decided to further pressure Mitrofan. According to Mitrofan, after the last party meeting he called him 
and said, “you, Mitrofan, sold me out, and I heard you were in the White Army and we checked it, though we 
didn’t tell you about it and we found out it is true, and if I would tell it to comrade Dolgushev you would be 
expelled from the party and arrested.”111 Mitrofan related further resistance and haughtiness on Nikolai’s part, 
painting a picture of a desperate and arrogant man trying to hang on to his position of privilege and power. 
Mitrofan claimed that Nikolai Lozhkin, when confronted about his opposition to the new collective farm 
leadership, stated he would not submit to the District Party Committee’s decision but would continue fighting, 
which he believed would end in a decision in his favor. He allegedly expressed his confidence that he would be 
vindicated, stating, “All you little nonentities will be in jail and I won’t be because everyone knows me and the 
District Party Committee and Regional Party Committee will help me humiliate you.”112  
 
Popular Opinion on the Collective Farm 
  
The testimony included in the Regional Party Committee report and Mitrofan’s testimony created a 
negative account of the collective farm administration and suggests that the collective farm chairman had 
victimized the majority of collective farmers. However, excerpts from an August 18, 1936 general collective 
farm meeting protocol demonstrate that, despite the charges against Nikolai Lozhkin and other administration 
members, popular opinion about both his guilt and his character varied wildly on the collective farm. The nature 
of testimony given at this meeting suggests that many of those testifying against Nikolai were not disinterested 
parties. There is evidence that the District Party Committee was trying to shape the description of events on the 
“Red Column” farm in a way that firmly implicated Nikolai Lozhkin, who had become a thorn in their side, 
while freeing themselves from any blame for the farm’s failings. In this Party protocol, it is possible to catch 
glimpses of local politics, family alliances, and grudges which were often sanitized out of District Party 
Committee and Regional Party Committee reports in favor of a master narrative that used the language of class 
enemies and moral depravity to explain failures. 
There were, of course, many collective farmers who agreed with the Regional Party Committee inspector’s 
characterization of the collective farm administration and gave damning testimony at the farm meeting. The 
treatment of collective farmers personally and materially seems to have motivated much of this testimony, most 
of which focused on their individual experiences. Aleksei Trofimovich Lozhkin, who described himself as a 
handicapped collective farmer, claimed Nikolai Lozhkin, Andrei Efimovich Lozhkin, and Mitrofan Lozhkin 
assaulted him because he refused to listen to them.113 Another collective farmer, Geraeim Tronin, also spoke out 
against Nikolai, stating, “I was an honest collective farm worker but I required all actions in the collective farm 
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be proper and Nikolai Iosifovich kicked me out of the collective farm.”114 Ivan Petrovich Protopopov accused 
the collective farm leadership of treating the farmers poorly, letting them go hungry and shoeless, not “giv[ing] 
us bread besides old rotten bread and instead of improving our living conditions feeding this bread to cattle.”115 
Praskovia Petrovna Danilova noted, rather casually, that Lozhkin had allowed the previous secretary to 
embezzle funds but became impassioned when speaking about how he had begun to support kulaks over poor 
peasants and “cleaning ladies” whom he “forgot, humiliated and cursed at, calling her a thief.”116 Undoubtedly, 
the poor wronged cleaning woman she described was herself. All of these witnesses use aspects of supplicate 
testimony to demonstrate their powerlessness in the face of the allegedly tyrannical Lozhkin, painting 
themselves as innocent victims.117 
However, one should not assume that the testimony of the last three collective farmers offered is unbiased 
or even accurate. Official collective farm documents show that Geraeim had been removed from the collective 
farm. The official reason for his expulsion was listed as unauthorized departure from the collective farm, more 
than likely for one of the nearby cities as a factory worker.118 Nikolai Lozhkin, in a later letter to the Regional 
Party Committee Secretary, accused Geraeim of being a thief and notes that he ran away from the Izhevsk 
machine-building factory where he had worked.119 Likewise, Nikolai Lozhkin denounced Ivan Protopopov to 
the Regional Party Committee Secretary as a Red Army deserter, a poor collective farm worker, and an 
embezzler of funds from the local co-op120 and claimed that Danilova was a batrak and Komsomol member who 
had been prepared by the District Party Committee to testify against him.121 Certainly, her rather dry description 
of Nikolai Lozhkin’s permission of embezzlement stands in contrast with her description of his treatment of 
poor cleaning ladies. It seems plausible that Danilova was offended by his personal attitude towards her and was 
convinced (perhaps by the District Party Committee during the preparation work they conducted before the 
general meeting) that this was connected with his promotion of kulaks into positions of power. However, the 
sources do not allow the “truth” of the situation to be discovered, only the differing interpretations of these 
events. 
Praskoviia Iosifevna122 Lozhkina’s statements at the meeting raised further questions about how involved 
the District Party Committee was in directing witnesses and the spontaneity of such testimony. She noted that 
“Everyone blames Nikolai Lozhkin and Vasilii Lozhkin. Comrade Polikarpov says it is bad to drive Vasilii 
around and he uses free train tickets too.”123 Polikarpov was a party member and the director of the Raion Land 
Organization (RaiZO) who had been dispatched to audit the collective farm and then later to conduct meetings 
with collective farmers. Nikolai Lozhkin claimed that Polikarpov, at Dolgushev’s request, prepared bedniaks 
and Komsomol members to testify at this August 18th meeting.124 It would appear, based on Praskoviia’s 
statements, that he was influencing people by censuring the behavior of Nikolai Lozhkin and his brother (who 
were at that time engaged in filing complaints against the District Party Committee secretary Dolgushev) and 
claiming that they were using privileges denied to most collective farmers, such as car use or free rail tickets. 
The issue of Nikolai Lozhkin’s innocence aside, it appears that his accusations that the District Party Committee 
was manipulating people against him were not entirely unfounded.  
Other collective farmers were a bit more sympathetic to Nikolai’s plight. Andrei Efimovich Lozhkin (who 
was accused of participating in the beating of Aleksei Trofimovich Lozhkin) took a dispassionate stance on the 
former leaders, stating, “The old management and its leadership had both good and bad sides and I don’t think 
he [Nikolai] is guilty because we were supposed to help him with his work.”125 Andrei Efimovich’s sympathies 
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could be genuine, or they could be explained by the fact that he and Nikolai had both participated in the assault 
on Aleksei Trofimovich. However, not all of Nikolai Lozhkin’s supporters had such credibility issues. Natalia 
Grigorevna Lozhkina spoke up in Nikolai’s defense, stating, “the old management wasn’t bad but didn’t have 
any support from the district party organization and Trofim Nikiforevich Lozhkin was overloaded with work as 
the bookkeeper and party committee secretary and the Party committee is guilty in the collapse of the collective 
farm.”126 Most of the collective farm administrators were overburdened, and a majority of them occupied more 
than one post. However, her opinion did not fit the narrative that the District Party Committee was trying to 
construct, probably in part because it implicated them in the failures on the collective farm. According to 
Nikolai Lozhkin (admittedly not an unbiased party), Dolgushev interrupted her, not allowing her to continue 
speaking, and then later chastised her for defending Nikolai.127 While Nikolai was not allowed to participate at 
this meeting, his co-defendant, Trofim Lozhkin, spoke up, echoing Natalia’s comments. Trofim claimed Nikolai 
Lozhkin was telling the truth and that “he didn’t organize feasts for himself and wasn’t drunk and didn’t beat 
collective farmers and self-criticism wasn’t repressed.”128 Trofim did take responsibility in part for the troubles 
on the collective farm, noting, “Accounting was in bad shape because I was overloaded with work and this is 
why we had this collapse on our farm.”129 The protocol from this collective farm meeting shows that those who 
denounced Nikolai Lozhkin and the other former collective farm leaders were perhaps the loudest voices, but 
not the only ones. This document reveals the local interests, such as revenge and struggles for power, 
illustrating the powerful influence local and personal concerns exercised over denunciations. In this case, the 
state merely provided the channels for making denunciations and taking official and legally sanctioned action in 
local disputes. Central and even regional state and party officials were not actors in this drama.  
 
The War of Words 
Channels of petition and using labels 
 
Given what we know about his pugilistic character, it is no surprise Nikolai Lozhkin did not go quietly into 
the night. Upon his removal from office, he launched a campaign, with the help of his brother and fellow 
defendant Aleksandr Khokhriakov, to disprove the charges against him, discredit those who made such 
accusations, and return to his position of power. While Nikolai may have been illiterate and quite probably a 
drunk, he was quite savvy and used the labels of the day to discredit his enemies and strengthen his case.130 
Nikolai Lozhkin pursued all avenues of appeal, sending letters to the Kirov Regional Party administration as 
well as having his brother bring his appeal before the highest level of authority, the Central Committee in 
Moscow.131 The Lozhkin brothers also sent written appeals to the Regional Party Committee secretary, to 
Pravda, and even to Iakov Iakovlev, head of the Central Committee’s Agricultural Department. While none of 
these letters were published, both of Vasilii Lozhkin’s letters, the one sent to Pravda and the one sent to 
Iakovlev, were forwarded to the Kirov Regional Party Committee for investigation. This investigative function 
was one of the most important functions of writing to newspapers and officials.132 Citizens expected results from 
letter writing, and the Party and state put pressure on newspapers to investigate as many cases as possible. 
Letter writing provided a path for citizens to seek justice from the highest echelons of power.  
In response to the District Party Committee’s actions and its narrative of the former chairman’s errors, 
Nikolai Lozhkin created his own counter-narrative, which featured him as a heroic communist beset by 
enemies. He created a very consistent narrative in which he alleged that the local District Party Committee 
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members orchestrated his removal from office on false pretenses and that people who had personal grudges 
against him because of his actions either as a party member or as the head of the collective farm supported them 
in this naked grab for power. Nikolai Lozhkin had served in the Civil War, and the language of constant 
enemies and encirclement by White forces dominates his later petitions.133 He framed his account as the story of 
a heroic communist victim, fighting against the forces of the class enemies and their friends, by emphasizing his 
service during the Civil War and the hardships his family endured and by debasing his critics, claiming they 
were connected with enemies and waging a campaign of revenge against him. As historian Vladimir Kozlov 
notes, linguistic signals, such as the author’s revolutionary past, social status, and Soviet patriotism, were 
designed to trigger a whole system of symbols in the consciousness of the reader that reflected the basic 
ideological and political preferences of the government and which would create a connection between informer 
and the regime, conveying that the author was a person who could be trusted.134 Nikolai and Vasilii Lozhkin 
were masters of using such signals to launch a counter strike against those who denounced the former chairman. 
Nikolai Lozhkin’s counter offensive began following his removal from office in June 1936. At the end of 
July 1936, he wrote a letter to the Regional Party Committee, in which he set about debunking the charges 
leveled at him. He complained that while he was in Kirov for Regional Party Committee courses, the District 
Party Committee manipulated the collective farmers to stealthily vote him out of office and select a new leader 
of the collective farm.135 In Nikolai Lozhkin’s version, shortly after he left for Kirov, Deputy District Party 
Committee Secretary Kozlov called a general collective farm meeting and told the assembled farmers that the 
courses he went to were a yearlong and therefore it was necessary to elect a new collective farm chairman.136 It 
was unclear what motivation the District Party Committee had for making such a move, and Nikolai himself 
was also apparently in the dark, writing, “to this day I don’t know the reasons for the elections.”137 Nikolai 
Lozhkin claimed that after his return from the city of Kirov, he was met with accusations of financial 
impropriety, and District Party Committee representatives informed him that he had been replaced because he 
had misspent 400 rubles. Nikolai expressed his shock at such charges, stating, “Before the elections there had 
been no talk of squandered money.”138 To further justify his claim that the charges against him were a 
fabrication, Nikolai Lozhkin argued that the auditing commission established by the District Party Committee 
worked with all the documents on the collective farm for several days and then took them with them to the 
village of Debessy for continued auditing but that their current location was unknown, implying that the 
committee’s findings could not be independently verified.139 
Nikolai Lozhkin also alleged that, following his removal from the chairmanship position, he was 
continually victimized by the District Party Committee. He complained that he and his family were surrounded 
by an atmosphere of fear, humiliation, and distrust in the collective farm.140 He also alleged that when he was 
summoned to a Regional Party Committee plenum, he was denied the use of a horse and had to go on foot to 
Kez station.141 This was a great inconvenience and humiliation for Nikolai Lozhkin. As a Party member going 
about Party business, he should have been granted the use of a horse, but forcing him to walk was a way to 
underscore his powerlessness and loss of status. According to Nikolai, the District Party Committee took other 
measures to isolate and humiliate him and his family. He claimed that Dolgushev and Kozlov forbade him from 
talking with the other collective farmers and communists at Party meetings and collective farm meetings, and 
the collective farmers and communists were informed they shouldn’t speak to him. He stated that he was unable 
to refute the charges against him and claimed that those who had been his colleagues and companions were now 
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afraid to even be seen talking to him for fear of the District Party Committee’s reprisal. To illustrate his 
isolation from his former comrades and fellow collective farmers, Nikolai Lozhkin offered up this anecdote: “I 
met the secretary of our party committee, Trofim Lozhkin in Dzil’e, I asked him to go home together and he 
was forced to decline, stating, ‘I won’t go together with you, if Dolgushev can know or see.’”142 Nikolai was 
isolated from his support base, and those who had grudges against him supposedly took advantage of his 
isolation to victimize his family. He claimed, “Now they scoff at us and those, who had been on the side of the 
White forces during the time of the revolution, scoff at our family and also give malicious insults. Further no 
one will talk with my sons and daughters.”143 He pointedly blamed the local officials for his situation, 
maintaining, “Now such stonewalling is employed by the District Party Committee, so that every one of these 
loiterers may taunt me.”144 
Having established himself as the victim, Nikolai Lozhkin attempted to discredit the District Party 
Committee and the new leadership of the collective farm. He argued that the current collective farm leadership 
was so focused on isolating and humiliating him that it was not performing its daily duties. He claimed no one 
paid attention to the siloing of animal food, that the sowing was abruptly cut short, that all young crops were 
ruined, and that nothing on the collective farm had improved. Nikolai consistently used this two-pronged 
narrative when appealing to higher authorities: playing himself up as the loyal but victimized communist, 
isolated by a manipulative and corrupt District Party Committee secretary who was so preoccupied with 
destroying Nikolai Lozhkin he was willing to sacrifice the collective farm’s well-being to do so. Nikolai’s two 
confederates, his brother and Aleksandr Khokhriakov, also used this narrative when appealing against the 
District Party Committee.  
Nikolai Lozhkin had a powerful ally in his struggle with the District Party Committee in his brother Vasilii. 
Vasilii Lozhkin had moved away from the Kirov region and worked on the railroad in Moscow. However, he 
maintained close ties with his home village and used his residence in Moscow to appeal to central authorities, 
involving them in this local power struggle. Vasilii Lozhkin straddled both worlds, having strong connections 
with village life but also building a professional career and using those ties to his own advantage. He wrote an 
article describing his brother’s plight, which he titled “Petty Tyrant in the role of the secretary of Debesskii 
District Party Committee” and sent to the editorial board of Pravda in Moscow. Pravda forwarded this article to 
the Regional Party Committee on August 9. According to the Regional Party Committee instructor’s report, 
Vasilii Lozhkin used this article to describe all the success of the collective farm during its existence, the 
positive aspects of Nikolai Lozhkin’s administration and character, and the alleged ill treatment his brother 
suffered at the hands of the District Party Committee chairman and his deputy. Vasilii alleged that Dolgushev 
and Kozlov had conspired to remove his brother from power because of their personal biases against Nikolai, 
describing him as “obsolete, dumb as a rock and politically and functionally illiterate, a whitewasher of facts.” 
Vasilii reported that Dolgushev and Kozlov believed that former District Party Committee officials were 
sheltering Nikolai Lozhkin and enabling him to continue in his post, which Dolgushev and Kozlov were intent 
on stopping.145 
Vasilii and Nikolai Lozhkin offered almost identical accounts of how the District Party Committee officials 
used deception to remove Nikolai from office and how they continued to bully and isolate him. Vasilii also 
reinforced his brother’s assertions that the District Party Committee secretary was so intent on isolating and 
humiliating Nikolai Lozhkin that he was willing to sacrifice the economic viability of the collective farm. 
According to Vasilii Lozhkin, Dolgushev told Nikolai that “it is quite enough, ruling the collective farm like a 
landlord, now don’t dare interfere in the affairs of the collective farm. Let Popov, the new chairman, do 
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whatever, even if it is harmful for the collective farm, you be quiet, don’t dare talk to him or criticize him.”146 
With such a narrative, the brothers were playing to the political sensibilities of the regional and central party 
officials. They emphasized Nikolai Lozhkin’s credentials as a communist and the economic achievements of the 
“Red Column” farm under his leadership and contrasted that with a personally motivated District Party 
Committee, willing to sacrifice the paramount goal of collective farm solvency to pursue its vendetta.  
In addition to attacking the District Party Committee leadership for their alleged misuse of power, Nikolai 
Lozhkin argued, not without some merit, that the District Party Committee had allied itself with enemies in its 
struggle to discredit him. Nikolai Lozhkin claimed that his main detractors on the collective farm were former 
kulaks and White Guardists who had been expelled from the collective farm and were seeking revenge now that 
he was in a vulnerable position. Gulfo Alexopoulos notes that it was not uncommon for those who had been 
denounced to use the fact that their accusers had been arrested or otherwise sanctioned to prove their innocence 
or at least call their guilt into question. However, whereas Alexopoulos views this behavior as illustrative of 
how the mechanism of state repression was self-supportive and self-sustaining, this case suggests an astute 
citizenry co-opting and manipulating the language of the state to strengthen their case and couch it in a language 
that drew the attention of plenipotentiaries.147  
Nikolai Lozhkin presented his argument and corroborating testimony to the Secretary of the Regional Party 
Committee, Comrade Stoliar, on August 30. Nikolai vehemently argued that his removal was the work of active 
class enemy agents in the collective farm who scorned him. He testified that, at the August 18-19 collective 
farm meetings, where the decision of the District Party Committee bureau to turn him over to the judicial organs 
was discussed, only hostile collective farmers, such as the de-kulakized individual small holders who had been 
excluded from the collective farm, came forward to give testimony.148 In his memorandum, Nikolai Lozhkin laid 
out a laundry list of sins allegedly committed by the six collective farmers who testified against him on August 
18. In each case, he focused on their suspicious backgrounds and behaviors. He accused two of the collective 
farmers (Andrei Ivanovich Maksimov and Geraeim Ivanovich Tronin) of being unreliable migrant workers who 
abandoned both their responsibilities on the collective farm, where they were members in name only, and their 
other responsibilities at the Izhevsk Machine Building factory, where they had been employed.149 Nikolai 
denounced the remaining three collective farmers (Nikolai Grigorivich Acheev, Ivan Protopopov and Ilyia 
Kuzmich Protopopov) as affiliates of various enemy groups, either as White supporters during the Civil War or 
as kulaks or, in some instances, both. He claimed that Nikolai Grigorivich Acheev had a suspect past and had 
preserved his “anti-Soviet” character. He supposedly was a former noncommissioned police officer under 
Kolchak and was under investigation by the NKVD, following his expulsion from the collective farm for 
“scandalous behavior.”150  
Nikolai Lozhkin directed even more serious accusations against his other two denouncers. He alleged that 
Ivan Protopopov deserted the Red Army, and, during his time as a deserter, he killed and ate peasants’ pigs. He 
also accused Ivan Protopopov of conspiring with the Whites to beat and terrorize his (Nikolai Lozhkin’s) wife 
and children while Nikolai was serving in the Red Army because they were family members of a communist 
and Red Army volunteer. Further, Nikolai alleged that Ivan Protopopov was unreformed, lazy, and corrupt even 
after he had joined the collective farm, noting that, in 1933, while working as the chairman of the village Coop, 
Ivan Protopopov was sentenced to forced labor for embezzlement. He claimed that Ivan Protopopov 
“systematically loafed around [on the collective farm], and because of this always lacked bread, despite the fact 
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that he had lived as a rich man before the revolution.”151 Nikolai Lozhkin likewise accused the district 
newspaper editor, Ilyia Kuzmich Protopopov, of having suspect family history, connecting with enemy groups, 
and presuming a personal vendetta against him for executing his duties as a communist and loyal Red Army 
soldier. According to Nikolai Lozhkin, Ilyia Protopopov’s family had a long and sinister history of opposition to 
Soviet power. Ilyia Protopopov’s grandfather was supposedly a former master sergeant, who was the main actor 
in betraying Nikolai Lozhkin’s family as the family of a communist volunteer in 1919 and participating in the 
beating of Nikolai Lozhkin’s wife and children with the Whites. However, the grandfather’s most heinous crime 
was handing over the chairman of the Committee of the Poor, Nikolai Ignativich Lozhkin,152 who was executed 
by Kolchak’ s forces in the village of Soznovka. According to Nikolai Lozhkin, the rest of the men in the family 
followed in the grandfather’s anti-Soviet footsteps. Nikolai alleged that Ilyia Protopopov’s father was a deserter 
from the Red Army, whom he helped apprehend during his term of service in the Red Army. Nikolai claimed 
that Ilyia Protopopov’s father and grandfather remembered how he helped bring them down and unmask them 
and that Ilyia Protopopov was using his position as the editor of the district newspaper Tractor and member of 
the Debessy District Party Committee Plenum to slander him and give false facts to the District Party 
Committee.153 
Another person with close ties to the current district leadership, whom Nikolai Lozhkin accused of bearing 
a grudge against him and using the situation to exact his revenge, was the new collective farm chairman, 
Mikhail Popov. Nikolai alleged that the new head of the collective farm was de-kulakized in 1930 and that 
Popov organized a group of individual small holders who resisted giving their land to the collective farm in the 
same year. Nikolai Lozhkin claimed that when Popov did contribute land, he didn’t give his best land to the 
collective farm. Nikolai claimed that the District Party Committee personally dispatched him to Popov’s home 
village and, despite the secretive nature of that group, Lozhkin succeeded in unmasking Popov as the main 
organizer of this gang. Nikolai Lozhkin claimed that Popov still bore a grudge against him for his role in this 
operation and was giving false information about him to the current District Party Committee in revenge. He 
claimed that the deputy director of the political section of the Kizskii MTS, A. A. Lozhkin, could corroborate 
this. 154 According to Nikolai Lozhkin, those who testified against him on August 19 had similar resumes.155 In 
his opinion, all the participants in this meeting were formerly de-kulakized. He claimed that the participants at 
the August 19 meeting had voted to turn him over to the courts for revenge because of his service and his fight 
against them in his capacities as the former head of the collective farm and a communist.156 
However, in Nikolai Lozhkin’s opinion, those who testified against him on August 18 and 19 were merely 
pawns in the hands of the district officials. He accused members of the District Party Committee of 
orchestrating this cabal of former class enemies to discredit and persecute him and preventing his supporters 
from sharing their opinions. Nikolai Lozhkin stated that Dolgushev led and orchestrated the testimony against 
him and suppressed anyone who tried to speak in his defense. He claimed that when Natalia Lozhkina came to 
his defense, she was interrupted and not allowed to speak, and after the meeting Dolgushev yelled at her 
because she had come to his (Lozhkin’s) defense. Nikolai also claimed that, in order to get collective farmers to 
give “proper” testimony (in light of Natalia Lozhkina’s outburst), Dolgushev and the head of the District 
Executive Committee, Comrade Babkin, ordered the editor of the district newspaper, Ilyia Protopopov; the 
District Party Committee instructor Kuz’min; and the head of the district land organization Polikarpov to 
prepare people to give testimony at the general meeting. Nikolai Lozhkin claimed that much of this preparatory 
work was focused on the former landless laborers, poorest collective farmers, Komsomol members, and 
communists whose testimony, based on their social status, would be most damning. As a result of the district 
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officials’ efforts, several poor peasants and party members testified against Nikolai Lozhkin.157 Nikolai never 
gave a reason for Dolgushev to plot against him but wrote that the Chairman of the District Executive 
Committee, Comrade Babkin, was motivated by revenge. He claimed Babkin was instrumental in organizing 
people against him because, in 1933, he gave a written statement to the obkom that Babkin’s wife was a kulak’s 
daughter and he materially supporting his mother-in-law, a kulak.158 He believed that “Babkin [wa]s still angry 
with [him] and currently received false information from the abovementioned people and gathered them to lead 
the work of mocking me.”159 “Consequently,” wrote Lozhkin, “I have fallen into a circle, with agents of the 
class enemies on one side and their acolytes on the other, the District Party Committee secretary and Chairman 
of the District Executive Committee and other leaders of the raion organizations.”160  
At no time did Nikolai Lozhkin depict himself as anything other than the victim of a localized group of 
vengeful enemies. He expressed complete faith that the system he had dedicated his life to would have the 
intelligence and vision to see through the lies of this localized group. In his appeal to comrade Stoliar, he 
asserted that  
 
On the evidence of jabbering and gossip and the sabotage of agents of the class enemy and their 
minions, I cannot be found guilty by our proletarian court, or by the decision of the District Party 
Committee. And even if they have an agreement between them they cannot find me guilty because I 
agitated against grain collection and for the squandering of collective farm money, suppressed self-
criticism, and other false, libelous facts, which are meant to shame me, it cannot be proven as such 
facts were made up by them for reasons I already stated.161 
 
He was confident that the courts would see that the charges against him were false and that the Soviet 
system would vindicate him.  
His brother, Vasilii, demonstrated an equal amount of faith in the system. As noted above, he sent an 
article to Pravda blaming Dolgushev for abusing his brother, and, on August 21, 1936, he wrote to Iakov 
Arkaidiovich Iakovlev,162 the head of the Agricultural Section of the Central Committee in Moscow. Although 
Vasilii appears to have been better educated and more eloquent than Nikolai, he used the same basic argument 
of the loyal communist beset by enemies in his letter to Iakovlev. Using both his personal experience and 
information provided in a frantic letter from Nikolai Lozhkin’s friend and co-defendant, Aleksandr 
Khokhriakov, he outlined Nikolai’s and other administration members’ service to the collective farm, the party, 
and the state and systematically questioned the credibility of witnesses and District Party Committee officials.  
Aleksandr Khokhriakov’s letter deserves note. He wrote to Vasilii Lozhkin on August 17, 1936, 
explaining the situation on the collective farm. He wrote that all the organizers of the collective farm -- Nikolai 
Lozhkin, Trofim Lozhkin, Serafim Khokhriakov, Grigorii Ivanovich Lozhkin, and himself (Khokhriakov) -- 
were being charged with large scale embezzlement and, that the materials presented against him were selected 
from the testimonies of kulaks’ sons and loiterers and witnesses who were bought off or whom Dolgushev 
coached with the intention of sending them to prison. Aleksandr Khokhriakov claimed that Dolgushev was quite 
brazen, bragging about fixing the evidence and stating that “We will give you 10 years now that we bought 
Mitrofan off.”163 Khokhriakov stated that Mitrofan had become the District Party Committee’s star witness, 
cooperating with Dolgushev in return for the District Party Committee dropping its prosecution of him. He 
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claimed that  
 
[Mitrofan] started to give false evidence against us. He blames Nikolai for forcing him to work for 
him and says all the disgraceful goings-on at the collective farm were created by Nikolai, Serafim 
and Sashka [Khokhoriakov]. This is the way in which Mitrofan chose to survive. And District Party 
Committee believed him and acquitted him. Mitrofan remains on their side.164 
 
Describing how embattled the loyal former collective farm administrators had become, Aleksandr 
Khokhriakov wrote that the harvest was a failure that year (1936)165 and that the old administration [Nikolai 
Lozhkin, himself and the other defendants] was being blamed for this on the grounds that they had organized 
against the new administration and undermined the new administration’s efforts to have a successful harvest. 
Dolgushev interpreted Nikolai and Vasilii’s appeals to the Regional Party Committee and Pravda as opposition 
to the new collective farm administration and cracked down on the former administrators to try and prevent 
further counter-denunciations. Khokhriakov seemed genuinely terrified, and he mailed the letter secretly from 
his office in Kez so it wouldn’t be intercepted. He begged Vasilii Lozhkin to help his brother and the other 
administration members, writing, “Vasia, come soon, so that they won’t succeed in sending us to jail.”166  
Vasilii responded to Aleksandr Khokhriakov’s letter by directly appealing to Iakov Iakovlev and asking the 
Central Committee to overrule the District Party Committee’s decision. He began his letter to Iakovlev by 
laying out the party credentials of the men accused; he noted on three separate occasions that his brother had 
been a party member since 1918, a member of the Udmurt obkom, the Kirov Regional Party Committee, and a 
delegate to the 6th All-Union Congress of Soviets.167 He reiterated the long-term duties and responsibilities that 
Nikolai had shouldered for the party and that for years he had held positions of trust and responsibility as a way 
of proving his brother was more credible than those denouncing him. He treated the other indicted 
administration members similarly, noting that Aleksandr Khokhriakov, who sent him the letter, was the 
collective farm chauffer, a party member, and a former delegate to the All Union Congress of Collective 
Farmer-Shockworkers; Trofim Lozhkin was the secretary of the collective farm’s party committee; and Grigorii 
Lozhkin was a permanent collective farm brigadier. They were, he argued, the “same faithful people who built 
the collective farm.”168 
He echoed secondhand accounts of Dolgushev’s deception used to remove Nikolai Lozhkin from his post 
as chairman and his orchestration of the class enemies’ testimony against Nikolai. Vasilii’s testimony was most 
poignant when he described the hardships his brother and his brother’s family faced. Vasilii Lozhkin claimed 
that Nikolai was owed thirty poods of grain, but the collective farm refused to give it to him because Dolgushev 
hadn’t ordered it, and, as a result, his family had no grain or flour. The family struggled to eat and felt 
incredibly isolated from the community. Vasilii Lozhkin wrote that his sister-in-law described the situation 
thusly:  
 
The exact same thing that happened when Kolchak’s forces came. We didn’t have flour or bread and 
no one was interested in how we were living. Like typhoid patients, no one comes to visit us except 
the White-guardists who searched us. No one spoke with us, everyone turned away from us. It is 
exactly like the current situation. No one will talk with us, they are afraid of us. No one comes to 
visit us. We ask for the bread we earned but they don’t give it to us.169 
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By comparing her current situation to the hardships of the Civil War, Nikolai Lozhkin’s wife reiterated the 
misery she faced as a loyal communist during that period and likened those who were currently oppressing her 
family to enemies of the regime, simultaneously painting her family as long-suffering loyal communists and 
discrediting those who denounced her husband. Vasilii Lozhkin built on her testimony, explaining how his 
brother was suffering at the hand of the District Party Committee Secretary Dolgushev, whom he portrayed as 
corrupt and manipulative. Vasilii noted that Dolgushev had isolated his brother from family, community, and 
party supporters, reiterating that Dolgushev had banned him from attending or speaking at party meetings. 
Dolgushev even had tried to prevent Nikolai Lozhkin from contacting Vasilii Lozhkin. Vasilii reported that the 
party member Aleksandr Andreevich Khokhriakov told him, “Sometimes Nikolai Iosifovich wanted to talk with 
you, very bad business had already taken place on the collective farm, but he is afraid that Dolgushev will find 
out and curse at him.”170 
Vasilii Lozhkin then represented Dolgushev as a petty, shortsighted tyrant. He stated, “I could, from my 
personal observations, bring up a number of facts which characterize Dolgushev as a petty tyrant, but I believe 
that the communists of this collective farm themselves can tell all such facts better than I can.” Vasilii had come 
to visit the “Red Column” farm and had accumulated accounts of Dolgushev’s abuse of other leading workers 
and communists of the “Red Column” farm, which he related to Iakovlev as a way to discredit Dolgushev. Such 
actions were loaded with linguistic signals that the Central Committee would have instantly recognized. The 
fact that Vasilii Lozhkin claimed that these accounts had come from communists on the farm was meant to 
signal to Iakovlev that these accounts could be trusted; likewise, Dolgushev’s alleged abuse other shockworkers 
and communists was meant to establish a pattern of anti- Soviet behavior. Vasilii Lozhkin claimed that, on 
Dolgushev’s initiative, the delegate to the second All-Union Congress of Collective Farmers from the “Ant 
Hill” collective farm was removed from leadership roles and sent on a punitive logging expedition shortly after 
he returned from this conference, which suggested a pattern of behavior. He also related the case of 
Kudriavtsev, a party member since 1918, who “already can scarcely breathe from tuberculosis,” claiming that 
Dolgushev told him that he needed to study first and then he would receive treatment.171 These stories were 
meant to illustrate how capricious, disrespectful, and abusive Dolgushev was. Vasilii further claimed that “all 
the communists on the [Red Column] collective farm speak about Dolgushev as a person who runs the 
administration without properly consulting with the communists.”172 
Having argued that Dolgushev had a history of acting despotically on other collective farms, Vasilii 
described what happened when someone dared to challenge him. Vasilii Lozhkin claimed that the communists 
of this collective farm, particularly Nikolai Lozhkin and Aleksandr Fedorovich Khokhriakov, repeatedly 
criticized Dolgushev’s actions, and Vasilii noted that Dolgushev didn’t like being criticized. Aleksandr 
Khokhriakov wrote in his letter to Vasilii that Dolgushev started creating “‘special conditions’ for the best 
people of the collective farm.”173 Such conditions seem to refer to the isolation of Nikolai Lozhkin and other 
collective farmers from the party and the interception of mail and other communiqués, which Aleksandr 
Khokhriakov mentions. Additionally, Vasilii supported his brother’s theory that Babkin, the District Executive 
Committee secretary, was helping Dolgushev carry out his campaign against the loyal communists of the “Red 
Column” farm. Vasilii reiterated Babkin’s alleged familial ties to kulaks and added that “I have personally 
known Babkin for a long time, as a very bad communist, quick to take offense, clever at taking revenge against 
people.”174  
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Having established his brother’s and other former administrators’ credentials and their plight as victims of 
latently anti-Soviet members of the District Party Committee, Vasilii did acknowledge that his familial ties to 
Nikolai could be seen as a conflict of interest. In an effort to be open and maintain his credibility, he confessed 
the situation to Iakovlev, stating, “It is possible to say that I approach this question as a concerned party, but 
that isn’t so.”175 Vasilii explained that he was not blind to his brother’s character flaws and in fact did not 
support his reinstatement as collective farm chairman but believed he was being persecuted and did not deserve 
to go to prison: 
 
My brother has a lot of shortcomings, he is unduly rude in his management, and he thinks that no one 
but himself can lead this collective farm and a number of other failings. If I were on the collective 
farm I would absolutely vote for relieving him of the duties of collective farm chairman. It is 
necessary to give him different work. I think it is necessary to put into office a collective farm 
chairman who is a young, energetic, communist - collective farmer, not unlike that Khokhriakov who 
wrote to me, but to send a person with a party card to prison at the suggestion of lishetsy is just 
tyranny. He is still one of the founders of the collective farm. He was already a communist when he 
fought against Kolchak, an old communist who had never been punished before. In truth the whole 
time the collective farm had been considered a leading collective farm in every respect. To this day it 
holds on to the Obkom Red Banner, which is re-awarded every year. There is no such other collective 
farm in the raion that “Red Column” hasn’t helped.176  
 
Vasilii Lozhkin ended his letter with a plea to Iakovlev to “put an end to this petty tyranny of Comrade 
Dolgushev” and to hold him responsible for this abuse of the communists and the collective farm.177  
The Lozhkin brothers’ narrative masterfully used linguistic signals to appeal to the regional and central 
authorities and demonstrate their trustworthiness while simultaneously discrediting the collective farmers and 
District Party Committee officials who had denounced or acted against Nikolai Lozhkin. The Lozhkin brothers 
worked within the established framework of denunciations. They actively argued their case and created a 




Needless to say, Dolgushev did not appreciate being labeled a petty tyrant or surreptitiously accused of 
anti-Soviet activity. He became aware of the Lozhkin brothers’ criticism when Iakovlev and Pravda forwarded 
Vasilii Lozhkin’s letters to the Regional Party Committee. The receipt of the materials from Moscow, combined 
with Nikolai Lozhkin’s letters to the Regional Party Committee, prompted an investigation by a Regional Party 
Committee inspector. In light of the accusations against him, Dolgushev had to respond, and he took a two-
pronged response to the Lozhkin brothers’ accusations: stopping Nikolai Lozhkin and his supporters from 
making further petitions to higher authorities, and discrediting Nikolai and his supporters. 
He and other District Party Committee members issued what was basically an ultimatum, threatening 
Nikolai Lozhkin and Aleksandr Khokhriakov with further punishment if they continued to petition outside 
powers. They framed the two men’s actions as a plot to undermine the authority of the new collective farm 
administration and, by proxy, the District Party Committee that appointed this administration. Following the 
August 16, 1936 District Party meeting minutes, the District Party Committee notified Nikolai Lozhkin and 
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Aleksandr Khokhriakov that “if they [did]n’t stop slighting the new leadership of the collective farm and 
[did]n’t stop working to undermine their authority, and gathering malcontent elements around them, strict 
measures w[ould] be taken against them.”178 Nikolai Lozhkin was forbidden to attend collective farm or party 
meetings, and Aleksandr Khokhriakov testified that their letters from the collective farm were being intercepted. 
The District Party Committee was very clearly trying to limit Nikolai and Aleksandr’s access to forums of 
complaint. 
At the same time they sought to silence Nikolai, the District Party Committee, particularly Dolgushev, set 
about trying to discredit him. After issuing their warning to Nikolai Lozhkin and Aleksandr Khokhriakov, the 
District Party Committee instructed the new collective farm party secretary to keep them apprised of any other 
misbehavior. In this vein, the new party secretary sent a note to Comrade Kozlov, detailing how Nikolai 
Lozhkin “severely messes” with the collective farm’s work. He alleged that Nikolai Lozhkin got drunk on a 
recent Udmurt holiday and swore at several collective farmers, yelling, “I worked to organize these affairs, but 
you sold me out, and I haven’t forgotten.”179 He also allegedly violated collective farm rules by sneaking off to 
Izhevsk on unknown business, possibly to send another letter of complaint. Nikolai was also blamed for 
organizing an “attack by Komsomol members, during the address of the chairman of the collective farm, at 
which time they threw sticks at him.”180 The new party secretary did admit that it was unclear if Nikolai was 
really involved, though he did suspect him. The Party secretary’s closing remarks (“I don’t know anything else 
right now, but I will keep an eye out”) firmly demonstrated that Nikolai Lozhkin was under constant 
surveillance and the farm party cell and the District Party Committee were willing to use any suspected 
infraction to discredit him.181  
Dolgushev also directly addressed and worked to systematically disprove the Lozhkin brothers’ and 
Aleksandr Khokhriakov’s accusations in an explanatory letter. Dolgushev took the District Party Committee’s 
original narrative of denunciation and transformed it into a much more official and less personal denunciation 
by adding charges of political malfeasance and economic mismanagement to create a true “symbiosis of errors” 
with which to discredit Nikolai Lozhkin. He claimed that the collective farm was severely mismanaged for 
several years under Nikolai’s leadership, leading to a crisis, which prompted many families to want to leave and 
that Nikolai had personally recommended many former class enemies for responsible positions in the party and 
on the collective farm. Dolgushev may have changed the existing narrative of Nikolai Lozhkin as merely 
morally corrupt to make his argument more palatable to the Regional Party Committee and other party 
organizations following the case but also because, as a District Party official, the symbiosis of political, 
personal, and professional mistakes may have been the lens through which he viewed the world. Dolgushev did 
not live on the collective farm. It was his duty as a district official to make sure the collective farm was solvent 
and cohesive enough to meet the state’s quotas, which may also help explain his focus on the economic 
mismanagement and political crimes that the collective farmers did not emphasize. The picture Dolgushev 
created of Nikolai Lozhkin was unflattering, but it differed from the peasants’ initial charges. According to 
Dolgushev, Nikolai Lozhkin was more of an arrogant and ignorant man who refused to accept help from the 
very tolerant local authorities, rather than the petty tyrant, terrorizing the collective farm and living so 
affluently, that the collective farmers’ testimonies depicted.  
Dolgushev began his letter by discrediting Nikolai’s claims that the collective farm had been economically 
very successful under his leadership and had begun slipping under the new administration appointed by the 
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District Party Committee. Where Nikolai and his brother (and even the Regional Party Committee instructor’s 
report) noted that the “Red Column” farm had been one of the best in the oblast’, having won prizes for its 
achievements several years in a row, Dolgushev claimed that the collective farm had been economically behind 
for a long time but that the administration had “whitewashed” these facts.182 According to Dolgushev’s 
testimony, difficulties began as early as 1934 when they experienced problems with harvesting. He claimed that 
the preparation for the 1934 harvest campaign failed, despite the fact that harvest was very good, which resulted 
in the spoiling and shortage of many agricultural goods. Dolgushev stated that a lot of hay became rotten and 
“smelled really bad”183 and that the problems with the harvest became so bad that half of the village of Dzil’ia 
signed a statement urging separation from the collective farm, motivated by rotten bread and shortages of cow 
fodder.  
Dolgushev placed the blame for this alleged mishandling of crops squarely on Nikolai Lozhkin and his 
administration, noting that the party had reprimanded Nikolai and Fedor Lozhkin for these actions. He claimed 
that, in 1934, many local officials visited the collective farm to try to improve the situation and had great hopes 
for improvement. But the complaints from collective farmers allegedly just kept coming. According to 
Dolgushev, the crisis point came in the winter of February 1935, when a large number of collective farmers 
petitioned to separate from the collective farm. According to Dolgushev, the situation was resolved when 
Secretary of the District Executive Committee Babkin and deputy secretary of the District Party Committee 
Kozlov visited “Red Column” and promised to rectify the situation.184 In May 1935, investigators were sent to 
the collective farm to verify the complaints. But according to other District Party Committee documents, 
unfulfilled state quotas, not complaints, were the reason for initiating a raion level investigation into the 
workings of “Red Column” collective farm. He notes that the District Party Committee made a decision on July 
16, 1935, and issued strict guidelines and recommendations to Nikolai Lozhkin and the other administrators, 
which were largely unfulfilled. Dolgushev claimed that the collective farm leadership remained unwilling to 
implement changes, and, as a result, the harvesting campaign and the grain requisitioning for the state 
(zernozagotovka) were poorly executed. People began “to signal” about the suppression of self-criticism, about 
bacchanalias, and the overall state of the collective farm continued to deteriorate.185  
According to Dolgushev, at the end of 1935, the District Party Committee consulted regional officials, and 
they collectively decided Nikolai Lozhkin needed agricultural training to improve the situation on the collective 
farm. Dolgushev alleged that, despite the local administration’s willingness to work with Nikolai Lozhkin, he 
was arrogant and inflexible. When presented with the opportunity to study agriculture, Nikolai “refused to study 
and came back and started laughing: ‘here they want to send me to study thinking I am allegedly not aware how 
to work.’”186 Dolgushev claimed that Nikolai Lozhkin’s intransigence forced the District Party Committee’s 
hand. At the beginning of 1936, the District Party Committee and regional authorities decided that the issue of 
Nikolai Lozhkin’s chairmanship should be raised and voted on at a general collective farm meeting. As 
mentioned above, they decided to have this meeting while Nikolai Lozhkin was away in Kirov on Regional 
Party Committee business. Dolgushev tried to pretend that this was not purposeful, claiming that they didn’t 
know how long he would be away and bad circumstances on the collective farm allowed for immediate action. 
However, even Dolgushev could not keep up pretenses that this move hadn’t been intentional. He finally 
admitted that “the courses gave an opportunity to remove him from office and then he was to be sent away for 
party work elsewhere.”187  
However, things did not go as planned. A week after the collective farm voted him out, an incensed Nikolai 
Lozhkin returned to the “Red Column” farm. According to Dolgushev, he began immediately harassing the new 
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collective farm chairman Mikhail Popov and his brother, an accountant from the District Land Organization, 
demanding to know why they were there. Dolgushev and one of the regional officials, Berman, discussed this 
turn of events and allegedly decided the best course of events was to send Nikolai to socialist construction 
courses in order to send him to work elsewhere. However, Dolgushev reported, Nikolai refused this offer of 
continuing education and a position elsewhere in the raion, stating point blank, “I won’t go.” Dolgushev 
contradicts himself a sentence later, stating that Nikolai initially had agreed to go to these courses, but then 
Dolgushev went on a holiday, and Nikolai Lozhkin didn’t go to the courses.188  
According to Dolgushev, Nikolai Lozhkin continued to struggle against his loss of the chairmanship and 
attempts to send him elsewhere to work. As a result of his appeals to the obkom and a Sovnarkom, a brigade of 
investigators arrived in Debessy in July 1936. This brigade reportedly included Ivanov, the deputy of the bureau 
of complaints at Central Executive Committee; Petrov, from the People’s Commissariat of Land Management 
(NarkomZem); and Zorin, a deputy from another commissariat. This brief mention by Dolgushev is the only 
mention of these regional and national state officials being involved with this case. Nikolai Lozhkin does not 
ever mention their presence in his correspondence. Dolgushev claimed that the role this investigative brigade 
played was minimal: that they had a conversation with the collective farmers, conducted an inspection for 
several days, but did not leave any materials or make a decision.189 Dolgushev does not mention any other 
outside inspectors, and even the existent Regional Party Committee report was turned over to the District Party 
Committee, leaving us to conclude that all decisions were probably left to be made at the district level.  
As this case demonstrates, such labels were fluid and often assigned by local officials or citizens 
themselves, rather than fixed by the party or state as some scholars believe. Both Nikolai Lozhkin and 
Dolgushev used the other’s alleged association with former enemies to discredit each other. According to 
Dolgushev, Nikolai helped nominate and secure privileges for no fewer than six former class enemies: Serafim 
Khokhriakov, Sergei Khokhriakov, Tikhon Khokhriakov, Glavatskiikh and Andrei Lozhkin. Dolgushev alleged 
that Serafim Khokhriakov was the son of a kulak who had been enrolled as a Stakhanovite and received one 
hundred rubles for his nomination. In addition to his class enemy background, he had been recently sentenced to 
two years for moral corruption, drunkenness, shooting at people, embezzling collective farm property, and 
beating collective farmers. Nikolai Lozhkin supposedly nominated him for party membership and a 
Stakhanovite position. Tikhon Khokhriakov was allegedly a participant in the White army; he was accepted to 
the collective farm through Nikolai’s recommendation. Glavatskiikh, another supposed nominee of Nikolai’s, 
was purportedly prosecuted for anti-collective farm activity, in this case meaning that he hid property (cows) 
from collectivization. Finally, Dolgushev claimed that Andrei Lozhkin, a former brigadier, had served in the 
White army and was recently prosecuted for beating collective farmers and similar shameful conduct. 
Dolgushev noted that when Andrei Lozhkin was arrested, he had a letter of recommendation (хорошая 
характеристика) from Nikolai Lozhkin and supported Nikolai.190 The fact that Nikolai Lozhkin and Dolgushev 
both used class enemy labels such as “kulak” and “White Guardists” shows they were both aware of the power 




Despite his quite impressive campaign of appeals to higher authorities, the fate of Nikolai Lozhkin and the 
other former collective farm administrators was decided at the district level. On August 8, 1936, a Debessy 
District Party Committee meeting decided that the former leaders of the collective farm (the former chairman of 
the collective farm, Nikolai Lozhkin; the bookkeeper Trofim Lozhkin; and chairman of the auditing committee 
Aleksandr Khokhriakov) “systematically engaged in the theft of collective farm property through the 
falsification of documents, submission of false information and the rewriting of workdays” and that they 
“permitted administrative arbitrariness, intimidated people with invalid and illegal expulsion from the collective 
farm, sent collective farmers before the courts, and in order to cover their inactivity, gave false information 
about the completion of economic and political tasks.”191 The District Party Committee decided to remove 
Trofim Lozhkin from his position as Party cell secretary and take away his party membership. Nikolai Lozhkin 
was stripped of his Party membership and positions in the obkom and Regional Party Committee. The case was 
also forwarded to the prosecution.192 
Two days later at a general collective farm meeting, similar charges were leveled against the former 
administrators, but the collective farm meeting notes called for Mitrofan Lozhkin and Serafim Khorkhriakov to 
be turned over to judicial organs as well.193 The collective farmers, who openly accused Mitrofan of being as 
debauched as Nikolai, called for his prosecution too. The protocol from the August 18th collective farm general 
meeting requested that the courts investigate the activities on the collective farm more quickly.194 On September 
30, 1936, Nikolai Lozhkin’s name appeared in a collective farm general meeting minute protocol, which 
recounted the charges against him and concluded that “he [Nikolai Lozhkin] was kicked out of the collective 
farm and will be prosecuted.”195  
The “Red Column” collective farm case was referred to the Debesskii People’s court (narodnii sud), which 
heard the case over the course of three days. The court sentenced Nikolai Lozhkin and seven other people on the 
grounds of close relations with kulaks -- including hiring a kulak’s daughter as a cashier -- financial misdeeds, 
and theft of collective farm property. Nikolai was sent to prison for six years, Trofim A. Lozhkin196 for five 
years, Pavel Maksimov for five years, Semen A. Sychugov for five years, and Serafim Khokhriakov for three 
years. Aleksandr Khokhriakov and Mitrofan Lozhkin were both sentenced to one year compulsory labor.197  
Nikolai Iosifovich disappeared from the archival record at this point. Many of the local collective farm 
documents have been destroyed, and he does not appear in either lists of war dead or repressed people from the 
Udmurt republic. However, it does appear that his family suffered as a result of his arrest. In 1938, his son 
Anfanasii Nikolaevich was expelled from the “Red Column” Komsomol cell as the child of a criminal 
(podsuzhdenyi).198 
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Despite the hardships Nikolai and his family faced, several of the most active of his co-defendants 
successfully reintegrated back into the local community and continued to be active in Soviet and collective farm 
life. By 1938, Aleksandr Khokhriakov was once again an active party member in the “Red Column” party cell. 
He noted that, as part of his sentence, his picture appeared in the newspaper Tractor twice in one month under 
the title “enemy of the people,” but the shaming seemed to do little to exclude him from party and collective 
farm life. He took an active role in planning local propaganda campaigns and discussions throughout 1938.199 
He appears to have remained a Soviet citizen in good standing until the Second World War when he was drafted 
in to the Red Army in 1941. Aleksandr Fedorovich Khokhriakov was killed in action on September 25, 1942, at 
the age of 38, and is buried in Smolensk oblast’.200 Likewise, Mitrofan Lozhkin was party member and 
collective farmer in good standing in 1938 as well, even though he was less active in party meetings and 
organizational affairs than Aleksandr Khokhriakov. He was also drafted into the Red Army in 1942 and was 
killed in action that same year at the age of 43.201 Trofim Lozhkin was stripped of his party membership; it is 
unclear if he returned to the “Red Column” farm. But by the time war broke out, he was also a citizen in good 
standing and was called upon to serve his country. Trofim Nikiforevich Lozhkin was drafted into the Red Army 




While there are many parallels between this study and the work of historians like Moshe Lewin, Sheila 
Fitzpatrick, and Lewis Siegelbaum, we differ greatly in our conclusions. These historians see peasant 
participation in Soviet society as a tool of Stalinist state-building that was permitted as long as it was beneficial, 
concluding that active methods of participation such as peasant denunciations only helped larger “predators” 
locate local officials to eliminate by denouncing unpopular bosses. While this is undoubtedly true in some 
respects, it presumes that the peasants only aided an already ongoing process and precludes the fact that they 
may have manipulated or even initiated action against local officials to serve purely local purposes and used the 
language of the state to give it legitimacy. In the case of Nikolai Lozhkin, peasant testimony, combined with 
Lozhkin’s own non-compliance with District Party Committee orders,203 was instrumental in creating a criminal 
case against him. The District Party Committee was initially satisfied with addressing the shortcomings of his 
leadership and leaving him in a position of power. They were not “hunting” for Nikolai Lozhkin and people like 
him. They demanded competence and accountability, and the disaffected collective farmers used the presence of 
outside investigators to voice their complaints.  
The case of Nikolai Lozhkin and the other “Red Column” administrators does not substantiate Fitzpatrick’s 
characterization of denunciations as weapons of the weak, which focus on powerlessness and natural justice. 
Lozhkin’s denouncers rarely refer to themselves as powerless; in fact, they seemed to view the act of 
denunciation as empowering, using the forum the District Party Committee and Regional Party Committee 
investigations provided to actively pursue the former collective farm administrators they believed had abused 
them. Instead, the crimes they accuse Lozhkin and the other administrators of (embezzlement, assault, and 
drunkenness) are more reflective of the trends that Siegelbaum and Sokolov noted in that the charges were 
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ordinary and often personally focused but dressed in the language of the state, with buzz words like “kulak” and 
“White” used to justify the complaints.204  
What a finely detailed study such as this reveals is the importance of personal and local interests in shaping 
historical events. No less surprising is the level of control that collective farmers had over the implementation of 
state policies. Scholars tend to view collective farmers’ denunciations and labels such as “kulak” and “class 
enemy” within the framework of state collective farmer relations, in which the state played the superordinate 
role. However, as the foregoing case study from the Kirov region demonstrates, in the 1930s there was not 
always strict state control at the local level, which created a space in which local power players could assert 
themselves and use the framework of the state -- specifically, linguistic cues, avenues of protest, and labels -- to 
struggle for local and personal interests that had little to do with the overall goals of the central state. These 
tools were often used to highlight or strengthen local power struggles that were not “political” as the central 
Party leadership would define political struggles, but were of great importance to the local inhabitants who were 
involved in them. Thus, what was often a familial or local power struggle assumed the label of a struggle 
against class enemies and wreckers. This served to strengthen the central leadership’s belief that such factions 





Nikolai Iosifovich/ Iosipovich/ Osipovich205 Lozhkin  -- Born in 1890 or 1889206 to a bedniak family, 
he was chairman of the “Red Column” collective farm, Kirov Regional Party Committee member 
(Kraikom), and candidate member of the Udmurt Regional Party Committee (obkom) until 1936.207 A party 
member since 1918,208 he had served in the Red army during the Civil war, 1917-1920, and was Chairman 
of the Red Column collective farm at its inception in 1922. He was also functionally illiterate 
(malogramotnyi).209  
Trofim Nikiforevich Lozhkin  -- Born in 1903, he was collective farm bookkeeper and secretary of the 
collective farm party committee in 1936. He had an elementary education and had attended political school 
and a three-month course for teachers. In 1928, he became active in the communist party cell, becoming a 
candidate party member on December 16, 1929, and a full party member on May 19, 1931. He began his 
working life as an agricultural laborer. From 1930-1932, he was an elementary school teacher. He became 
head of the collective farm party cell in 1932 and collective farm bookkeeper in 1933.210 He died on March 
15, 1942, in Leningrad Oblast’. 
Fedor Lozhkin  -- Former Party Secretary, he moved to Iukamenskii district and was expelled from the party 
in connection with his role in Nikolai’s actions. 
Mitrofan Fedorovich Lozhkin  -- Born in1899, he was the chief supply manager and former paymaster 
on the “Red Column” collective farm in 1936. He was made a candidate party member on December 22, 
1928, and became a full party member on June 4, 1930. He had an elementary education and attended a 
course at the Communist University (Komvuz) in 1931. He began his working life as an unskilled laborer 
in Dzil’ia. In 1921, he became a brigadier on the “Red Column” farm, a position which he occupied until 
1934 when he was promoted to Zavkhoz. He worked a year in that capacity before being promoted to 
supply manager in 1935.211 He gave evidence against his fellow administration members, which probably 
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got him leniency in sentencing. He died in combat in 1942.  
Vasilii  Iosifovich Lozhkin  -- He worked in the city of Moscow on the Moscow Regional Railroad, was a 
party member, and Nikolai Iosifovich Lozhkin’s brother.212 
Aleksandr Fedorovich Khokhriakov  -- Born in 1904, he was the chauffeur and chairman of the 
collective farm auditing committee in 1936. He had been accepted as a candidate party member July 19, 
1929, and was made a full member on October 12, 1930. He had an elementary education plus special 
training in a four-month tractor driving course and a three-month chauffer training course. He started his 
working life in 1917 in the village of Nimoshur, where, at the age of 13, he began working as an unskilled 
laborer and remained in that position until 1930 when he became a tractor driver. He remained a tractor 
driver until 1935 when he became the chauffer for the “Red Column” collective farm.213 He died in combat 
September 25, 1942, in Leningrad Oblast’. 
Pavel Mitrofanovich Maksimov  -- The former collective farm stock keeper. 
Serafim Andreevich Khokhriakov  -- The former head of the rural soviet and brigadier who was 
excluded from the party and tried for abuse and beating of collective farmers.214 He allegedly participated in the 
beating of head groom Iakov Protopopov because he had been held legally responsible for a horse lost while in 
Protopopov’s care. According to witness testimony presented to the people’s court, Nikolai considered him his 
right-hand man.215 
Mikhail Ivanovich Popov  -- The new collective farm head who was chosen to replace Nikolai Lozhkin. 
Dolgushev  -- The secretary of the District Party Committee. 
Kozlov  -- Deputy Secretary of the District Party Committee. 
Iakov Protopopov  -- Head groom of the “Red Column” farm, he was allegedly beaten at work by Serafim 
and Nikolai Lozhkin because he had lost a horse Serafim was deemed legally responsible for. 
Andrei Lozhkin  -- Brigadier who was removed from his position and sentenced in the first half of 1936. 
Nikolai had sponsored his party membership and written him letters of recommendation and held Aleksei 
Strelkov responsible for his prison sentence. 
Aleksei Samoilovich Lozhkin  -- Collective farmer who accused Nikolai Lozhkin of stealing meat from 
his butchered cow and beating him when he fell asleep on watch at the power plant. 
Ilyia Protopopov  -- Editor of the district Udmurt language newspaper Tractor, he is listed as a strong 
opponent of Nikolai’s at party meetings. According to various documents, his grandfather had fought for 
the Whites and had handed over a prominent local Bolshevik leader, Nikolai Ignativich Lozhkin, to be 
shot. This family history seemed to have created tension between Protopopov and Nikolai Iosifovich 
Lozhkin as well as Nikolai Ignatevich’s son, Ilyia Nikolaevich Lozhkin.  
Grigorii Ivanovich Lozhkin  -- Brigadier on the “Red Column” farm, he supposedly helped Nikolai carry 
out the beating of Ivan Osipovich Lozhkin. He was one of Nikolai’s co-defendants and was sentenced to 
prison by the People’s court. 
Ivan Osipovich Lozhkin  -- Collective farmer who was allegedly beaten by Nikolai and Grigorii Ivanovich 
Lozhkin for poorly supervising the threshing floor. According to collective farm records where he is listed 
as Ivan Iosifovich, he was expelled from the collective farm in 1935 for highlighting an administrative 
mistake but later readmitted.  
Semen Artem’evich Sychugov -- Director of the collective farm’s power station, he was tried and 
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sentenced together with Nikolai for his role in embezzling collective farm property. 
Ilyia Nikolaevich Lozhkin -- A young Komsomol member, his father, Nikolai Ignatevich Lozhkin, had 
been the leader of the local Committee of the Poor during the Civil War and had been executed by the 
White army. According to Nikolai Lozhkin, the grandfather of Ilyia Protopopov was the person who turned 
Nikolai Ignatevich over to the White army and caused his death. Nikolai Iosifovich Lozhkin supposedly 
urged the boy to seek revenge against Protopopov on several occasions. 
Andrei Efimovich Lozhkin -- A collective farmer who supposedly participated in the beating of Aleksei 
Trofimovich Lozhin and supported Nikolai at the August 18, 1936 collective farm general meeting. I do not 
think he is the same person as brigadier Andrei Lozhkin, as the brigadier had been sentenced in May 1936 
and was probably in prison, not on the collective farm. 
Geraeim Tronin -- Former collective farmer who gave testimony against Nikolai Lozhkin at the August 18th 
general meeting. He had been expelled from the collective farm in 1935 for unauthorized departure for 
work elsewhere. According to Nikolai, he was also a thief and had run away from his post at the Izhevsk 
machine building factory after having first deserted the collective farm. 
Ivan Petrovich Protopopov -- Collective farmer who gave evidence against Nikolai at the August 18th 
general meeting.  Nikolai claimed that he was a Red Army deserter, a poor collective farm worker, and an 
embezzler of funds from the local co-op.  
  
Appendix 2  
 
This is a list of the collective farmers expelled from the collective farm and the reasons for their expulsion. 
Several of these former collective farmers returned to the collective farm and gave damning testimony against 
Nikolai Lozhkin and the other administration members. Their expulsion from the collective farm, which often 
meant the loss of their property and house and increased economic hardship and taxation, could have influenced 
their testimony and prompted revenge against Nikolai. Also, many of these farmers were expelled for 
challenging Nikolai’s leadership, which lends further credence to the argument that he was a petty tyrant. 
 
List of collective farmers excluded from the Collective farm216 
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2 Lozhkin Il’ia 
Egorovich 




1 - For misappropriation 33 Re-admitted 
(36) 
4 Khokhriakov Il’ia 
Vasilivich 
2 - For insubordination 33 No 
5 Lozhkin Trifan 
Andreevich 
1 - For not going to work 34 No 
6 Lozhkin Ivan 
Iosifovich 
6 4 For exposing a mistake 







3 1 For not going to work 33-34? Re-admitted 
(36) 
8 Lozhkin Vasilii 
Grigorievich 




8 2 For insubordination to 
the administration/not 





6 5 For stealing sheep 32 Re-admitted 
(36) 
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11 Maksimov 5 2 Causing damages 33 Re-admitted 
(35) 
12 Simanov Filipp 1 - For insubordination to 
the administration 
No. 17 1934 Re-admitted 










3 1 For insubordination to 
the administration 






6 1 For insubordination to 
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- - For insubordination to 
the administration 




6 2 For insubordination to 
the administration 
33 for not going 
to work 
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collective farm 
- No 
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